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1. INTRODUCTION 
Weighted orbital integrals (or, as they will be called in this paper, non- 
invariant integrals) first arose in the context of the Selberg trace formula, 
be it taken adelically or at infinity. The connection can be indirect. Thus, 
our specific setting will be a connected semisimple G of finite center embed- 
ded in its simply connected complexification G,. subject to rank (G) = rank 
(K) and rank (G/K) = 1, K, as always, a maximal compact subgroup of G. 
It then turns out that the noninvariant integrals do not explicitly appear in 
the Selberg trace formula vis-a-vis an admissible pair (G, r) but certain 
limits of them do, they being the so-called singular noninvariant integrals 
(cf. [17, 18, 291). In either case, the objective is to compute their Fourier 
transforms. On the space of cusp forms, this was done by Arthur [l, 33. 
Here, we shall deal with the other side of the coin and make the com- 
putation on the space of wave packets. Applications will be given 
elsewhere. 
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In contrast to invariant integrals, which can be studied by using charac- 
ter theory and abelian harmonic analysis [13, 201, noninvariant integrals 
are seemingly best studied by using differential equations, although it is 
possible to handle K-biinvariant functions by other methods [29]. 
In the R-rank one case, it is a question of a single nonhomogeneous 
second order differential equation (but, of course, the general situation is 
more complicated). The distributions themselves are parameterized by 
points (al: t), a, in a maximal torus A, of M (P = MS AR. N), t real and 
nonzero. There are symmetrys in both parameters, as well as decay at 
infinity. These are our boundary conditions. Taking t positive, the 
asymptotics on wave packets are captured by the constant term of an 
Eisenstein integral, itself governed by the c-functions. This is what we 
exploit in order to compute the Fourier transform. Among other things, the 
final formula involves the logarithmic derivative of the unnormalized 
intertwining operators, a discrete term (the “Dirac-6” at the origin), and 
the logarithmic derivative of the Plancherel measure. Similar terms also 
occur in the singular case. 
In so far as the organization goes, Sections 2-5 are preliminary in 
character. Section 6 collects some generalities needed for the work in Sec- 
tions 7-8, where the asymptotics are addressed. These results are then 
coupled with the differential equations in Section 9 to get a preliminary 
version of the Fourier transform. To translate it into the language of har- 
monic analysis requires a systematic application of various well-known 
results of Harish-Chandra [9-111. These are reviewed in Sections l&11. 
The interpretation is made in Section 12. Until that point, a K-finiteness 
assumption is imposed. This is done away with in Section 13. Our central 
conclusion can then be found in Section 14. Lastly, the limit at t = 0 is con- 
sidered in Section 15. 
A part of what is said here can be shown to hold for general G. This 
necessitates an introduction of combinatorial methods (akin to those 
employed in the trace formula) and a residue taking process. We plan to 
discuss all this in the not too distant future. 
To close, I understand that J. Arthur considered the problem at hand a 
few years ago. Some of our results were also obtained independently by 
him but have remained unpublished. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, G, its 
simply connected complexification; let K be a maximal compact subgroup 
of G. We shall assume that: 
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(1) GcG,; 
(2) rank (G) = rank (K); 
(3) rank (G/K) = 1. 
Proceeding as in [ 11, Sect. 301, fix a Cartan subgroup T of G contained 
in K. Let A = A,. A, be a Q-stable Cartan subgroup of G with dim(A,) = 1 
-then the centralizer g(a,) of a, in g is equal to the direct sum a,+ 1, 
where 1 is a three-dimensional simple Lie algebra of noncompact ype. The 
intersection g(a,) n f decomposes as a, + 1 n f, a Cartan subalgebra of g and 
we shall suppose in what follows that g(a,) n f = t. Fix compatible orders in 
6, and 6.+&?ii,, determining thereby a system P(g, a) of positive 
roots. The pair (g, a) admits exactly one positive real root, call it cc,. 
Employing the usual notation, let 
Then H* fits into a basis (H*, X*, Y*) for 1 over R such that 
[H*, X*] =2X*, [H*, Y*] = -2Y*, [A’*, Y*] = H* 
for which 
O(H*, X*, Y*)= (-H*, - Y*, -X*). 
If 
p = exp[fi(n/4)(X* + Y*)] E G,, 
then p takes t,. to a,. and so we get a system P(g, t) of positive roots for (g, 
t) by requiring that the p-transform of such a root be positive when con- 
sidered as a root of (g, a). Obviously, 
t=a,+R(X*- Y*). e 
Set t, = a,, t, = R(X* - Y*) and let T, and T, be the analytic subgroups of 
T corresponding to t, and t,, respectively-then T, and T, are compact 
and T,nT,c {l,y}, where 
y = exp[n(X* - Y*)] = exp(&?nH*) # 1. 
Since A,= T, u yT, (T, = A:), we see that A, has one or two connected 
components according to whether y lies in T, n T, or not. That being, let 
M be the centralizer of A, in K-then M= M” u yM”. If no simple factor 
of G if isomorphic to SL(2, R), then, in view of the classification of real 
rank one groups, M is connected or, equivalently, T, n T2 = { 1, y }. In this 
case T, = A,, a maximal torus in M. As what we shall have to say when 
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G = SL(2, R) is known (cf. [6, 14]), it will be assumed throughout the 
remainder of the paper that M is connected. 
The set P(g, a) can be split up into a disjoint union 
P,LIP,L.IPC 
consisting, respectively, of the positive imaginary, real, and complex roots. 
We recall that the elements of P, restrict trivially to aR and may in fact be 
regarded as the positive roots of (m, al). Moreover, P, = {CI~} and the car- 
dinality of P, is even. 
Write now, after Iwasawa, 
g=E+a,+tt (G=K-A.-N). 
Let 1” be the unique simple root of the pair (g, a,) implicit in the choice of 
n. Let m(A) be the multiplicity of A, ~(22) the multiplicity of 2A-then, in 
an obvious notation, the Lie algebra n admits the direct sum decom- 
position 
n=n,+n,,, 
where, of course, 
dim(n,) = m(A), dim(n,,) = m(2A). 
Set 
N, = exp(n,), N22 = exP(%), 
so that N= N, * N,, with N, n N,, = { 1). Evidently, N is a two-step 
nilpotent group with center N,, (when m(21)>0). 
Taking our cue from [ 11, it will be convenient to define 
A* = 
1 
i/2 if m(21) = 0 
A if m(2A) > 0. 
It is easy to verify that 2A* = a, (cf. [ 1, p. 5561). There is a direct sum 
decomposition 
9=92+g1+go+g-1+g-2, 
the elements XE g, ( - 2 d n d 2) being characterized by the relation 
[II*, X] = nx. 
In this connection, we explicitly observe that g, and g ~ 1 are both trivial if 
~~(21) =0, in which case 
nE.=g2, n-,=9-2, 
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while if m(2A) > 0, then 
n2=!31, n -j.=g-1, 
nzi. = S2) n-22=%2. 
If 
d, =dim(g,)=dim(g-,), 
d, = dim(g,) = dim(g 2), 
and if B is the Killing form on g, then 
Here 
B( H*, H*) = d2. 
d2 = 2(d, + 4d,) = l/l A* 1’. 
It will be necessary to commit ourselves to a choice for the various 
invariant measures. Let d, be the Haar measure on K which assigns to K 
total volume one; let d,, (resp. dN) be the exponentiation of normalized 
Lebesgue measure on aR (resp. n) (relative to the Euclidean structure 
associated with the Killing form)-then the standard Haar measure d, on 
G is determined by the requirement 
d,(x) = aZR”d,(k) d,,(a,) d,(n) (x = ka,n), 
p as always. Additional normalizations will be introduced as needed. At the 
moment, there is just one point to be noted, namely this. Parameterize A, 
by writing h: = exp(tH*) (t E R)-then 
The relation 
defines the Haar measure dg on G used by Arthur in [ 11. 
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3. INVARIANT INTEGRALS: DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES 
Invariant integrals play an important role in the study of noninvariant 
integrals so, before proceeding to the latter, it will be best to say a few 
words about the former. 
Let T and A = A, * A, be the Cartan subgroups of G defined in Section 2. 
Normalize the Haar measure d, on T by vol( T) = 1. Normalize the Haar 
measure d,, on A, by vol(A,) = l-then the rule 
d,(Q) = d,,(Q,) dA,(QR) (a = ala,?) 
fixes the Haar measure on A. Bearing in mind that G is equipped with the 
standard Haar measure (cf. Sect. 2), the invariant measures on G/T and 
G/A are then specified by stipulating that 
for f~ C,(G). 
Let G’ be the set of regular elements in G; let T’ = Tn G’, A’ = A n G’. 
Put 
G,= u XTX-’ (the elliptic set in G), 
xeG 
Then 
G,,= u xA’x--’ 
J t G 
(the hyperbolic set in G). 
G’=G,LIGh 
and 
jp 4Ax) = jG 
r 
f(x) &Ax) + jGhf(4 b(x) 
for f~ C,.(G). 
Let 
A., A,; E;> E;; WG, T), WG A) 
be defined as usual (see, e.g., [27,28]). Iffe C,“(G) and t E T, a E A’, then 
the 
invariant integral Fr offrelative to T, 
invariant integral F;” offrelative to A 
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is defined by 
Thanks to Weyl’s integration formulae, we have 
IffK is the K-centralization of,f, i.e., 
then too 
or still 
Fj’(u) = &i(U) d,(u). Jpufi - ‘) d/q(E), 
where, as always, hi = B(N) and dA++@ d,. The assignments 
f -+ F;(t) (t E T’), 
f-F/A@) (UEA') 
are central distributions on G which are, in fact, tempered (cf. infra). 
For f E C:(G), the invariant integrals have the following properties: 
F,?(w) = det(w) F;(f) (WE W(G, T), t~l’-‘); (1) 
Fj%w.) = {‘(vi ‘1 (Q,EA,,Q,EAA (2) 
Ff(wu) = det(w) F;” (UEA’, WE W(M, A,)). (3) 
Moreover, 
FETE C=(r), F;” E ?(A’) 
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and F; is even extendible to a compactly supported C” function on all of 
A (since the pair (g, a) possesses no singular imaginary roots) but, in 
general, FF is not extendible to a C” function on all of T. 
We now recall that F/’ and F;’ can actually be defined if only f E w(G), 
the corresponding integrals being absolutely convergent. As such, F,T is a 
C” function on T’ while F;” extends to an element of V(A). Properties 
(l)-(3) all remain in force. In addition, the assignments 
define continuous mappings 
WC) + WV, V(G) -+ %‘(A ). 
There is one final remark to be made. The invariant integral satisfies a 
certain linear homogeneous differential equation (cf. [28, p. 2301). For our 
purposes, this principle need only be explicated for cf. Passing to 
parameters on A,, write 
Fj4(a,h:) = F/A@,: t) (tER). 
Agreeing to use the notation of [l, Sect. 53, construct, as there the element 
w in the center 3 of B-then, for any f~ %7(G), 
(V*+d-*.D;) F;‘(a,: f)=FA a ,,A 1: f). 
Here, V* is the Laplacian on A, (per the Killing form) and d is the constant 
defined in Section 2. This relation is valid for all R-regular points of 
A,-A,, that is, the 
(a,: 1) (a,~ A,, t#O). 
4. NONINVARIANT INTEGRALS: DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES 
The noninvariant integral is a counterpart of the invariant integral 
relative to A. It was first defined and investigated systematically by Arthur 
in [ 11, to whom the results described below are due. 
Let w be a representative in K of the nontrivial element of the Weyl 
group W(A.) of the pair (g, aR). We can and will assume that w* lies in the 
center of K and normalizes A,. 
Given x E G, write x = k(x) u,Jx) n(x) and let 
H(x)(= ffR(X)) = haa&)). 
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Put 
VA(X) = /i*(H(xw)) + l*(H(x)). 
Then vA > 0 is the so-called weighting function on G. It is clear that 
uA(xw) = q,(x) and lives on G/A 
IffE C,““(G) and a E A’, then the noninvariant integral r/” off relative to 
A is defined by 
The resulting function is C” and 
Tj4(a,a,) = TfA(a,u, ‘) (a,eA,, Q,EA,), 
r,“(wu)=det(w) Z’;(u) (uEA’, WE W(M, A,)). 
Moreover, 
or still 
The assignment 
f + T/A(Q) (uEA’) 
is a noncentral distribution on G which is, in fact, tempered (cf. infra). 
Thus, in [ 1, Sect. 31, Arthur proves that the integral defining 7”(u) 
(a E A’) is absolutely convergent for any f E S’(G), the resulting map 
f + T/A@) (uEA’) 
being continuous in the topology of g(G). In reality, more is shown. Pass- 
ing to parameters on A,, write 
T;(u,h:) = TfA(u,: t) (teR). 
Then everything that has been said above is still true for any R-regular 
point (a,: t). In particular, as a function of t, T;‘(u,: t) is even and it can be 
shown that for fixed f~ V(G), 
T/A(u,: t) + 0 ast-, +cc 
faster than the inverse of any polynomial, the decay being uniform in a,. 
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The noninvariant integral satisfies a certain linear nonhomogeneous dif- 
ferential equation. In precise terms (cf. [ 1, Sect. 51): 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f E q(G)-then Vt # 0, 
(V2+dp2-Df) Tj4(a,: t) 
equals 
T$(a,: t) + 2d- -2- {Z atP(g,a)%(5a,2(al: 1) - r -or,2(~I: t)) - ‘} - F;‘(a,: t). 
[Note: By definition, n, is 0, 1, or 2 depending on whether a(H*) is 0, 1, 
or 2, respectively, while 5, is the usual quasi-character on A attached to cl.] 
As mentioned above, in contrast to F+(a,: t), the distribution Tt(a,: t) is 
noncentral. For a measure of its deviation from centrality, the reader is 
referred to [l, Sect. 61. 
5. EISENSTEIN INTEGRALS AND WAVE PACKETS 
The study of T,A for f a wave packet depends on the theory of Eisenstein 
integrals, as developed by Harish-Chandra in [9-l 11. Those aspects of the 
theory needed for the later going, specialized to our situation, will be 
reviewed below. 
Let r = (zi , ~~~ be an irreducible unitary double representation of K on a 
finite-dimensional Hilbert space V,. In other words: I/, is a linite-dimen- 
sional left and right irreducible unitary K-module and the corresponding K- 
actions commute with one another. Ordinarily, both the left and right K- 
actions are denoted by r alone. 
Call L(z) the set of all C” functions $: M + V, such that 
IC/(m,mm2)=4m,) Ii/(m) z(m2). 
Then L(z) is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with inner product 
it being understood that vol(M) = 1. For each 0 in the unitary dual fi 
of M, let C,“(M) be the subspace of C”(M) spanned by the matrix 
coefficients of 0. Denote by L(r : a) the intersection of L(z) with 
CF (M) @ VT-then 
L(z) = @ L(z: a). 
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Every $ E L(z) can be extended to all of G by writing 
IC/(ka,n) = z(k) @Cl ). 
Let 
Let 9(-R) be the dual of aR, e, its complexifkation, the implicit iden- 
map v + v(H*). Given v E PC, for any tification in either case being the 
ti 6 UT), put 
E(P:+h:x)=j $(xk)t(k-’ 
K 
Then 
) ,(,I=~.* -- /J)(H(-xk))dK(k) (x E G). 
E(P:t+b:?:?):cF.xG+ I’, 
is z-spherical, C” in (v, x), and holomorphic in v. It is called the Eisenstein 
integral attached to $ (relative to P). One may also define 
E(P: $: v: x) 
in an analogous way. 
The essential feature of the Eisenstein integral formalism is the existence 
of linear transformations 
cp,J 1 :v):L(z) -+ L(T) 
cplp(w: v):L(z) --f L(T) 
(VET, v#O) 
with the property that the constant term 
E,(P: $: v:?) 
of E(P: $: v:?) along P at mh: is 
ed5”‘(cplp( 1 : v) $)(m) + eCgcvr(c,,,(w: v) e)(m). 
There exists, in fact, an E > 0 such that 
1 e’“(H*‘E(P: cc/ : v: mh,?) 
- (e\/=iYr(cp,p( 1: v) $)(m) + eCJTV’(cp,p(w: v) $(m))l 
<C-(1 + IvI)P*eP”’ (f20, VZO), 
p a nonnegative integer (C > 0). 
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It is well-known (and can be shown in a variety of ways, 
cf. [7, 11,21,25,26]) that c,,,(l : v) and cPIP(w: v) extend to meromorphic 
functions of v on all of FC. As such, there is a strip / Im(v)l < 6 in which 
they are holomorphic except, perhaps, for a simple pole at v = 0. Moreover, 
I vc,,,(l : VII and I vcP,P(w: v)l 
are there of polynomial growth, as are each of the derivatives (with an 
underlying uniformity of polynomial type in CJ and z). 
Actually, cPIP( 1: v) and c&w: v) admit integral representations in the 
lower (upper) halfplane (cf. [ 10, p. 443). To discuss the specifics, it is 
necessary to keep in mind that one also has at hand six other linear trans- 
formations arising from similar constant term considerations, 
cP,P(l: VI, cp,p(w: VI, 
c&l: v), cp,p(w: VI, 
CP,P(l : v), cP,P(w: v), 
connected by various simple rules of calculation and having the same 
general kind of analytic behavior as cPIP( 1: v) and cPIP(w: v) 
(cf. [ 10, p.43; 11, p. 1551). Of the eight possible c-functions, cPIP( 1: v) is in 
a certain sense the most “basic.” In any event, all that need be said is this. 
(1) Suppose that Im(v) < O-then 
(cP,P(l: v) $)(m) 
=7(m) 
1 
( J 
-. 
Y(P) N 
e ~ (nuj.* + pNH@))$( 1) 7(k(jj) - 1) dN(n) . 
> 
(2) Suppose that Im(v) > O-then 
(cP,P(w: VI $)(m) 
7(w) =7(m) -* ( J Y(P) Jv 
,(JT”l* ~ p)(H(*‘)7(k(n)) I)( 1) d&q * 7(w ~ ’ 
)I- 
r Note: By definition [ 11, p.1241, L 
Y(P)=jme- 
w’““~N(4 < + a. 
I 
We remark that 
(cP,P(l: v) ICl)(m) 
1 
=7(m) -- ( j Y(P) N &f=v~* ~ ~wm7(~(jq) $( 1) dN(fi) > 
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provided Im(v) > 0. So, by (2), cplp(w: v) is computable in terms of 
cplp( 1: v), an instance of the relations alluded to above. 
The Weyl group W(A.) operates on Il^i n the usual way. Consequently, 
if 
is a partition of I@ into orbits, then 
L(z) = @L(z: 0). 
That being, suppose that VE F (v #Otthen, by construction, c(v) maps 
each L(z: 0) into itself, c(v) any one of the eight possible c-functions. 
Introduce now the Plancherel density ,~(a: v) (v E B)-then 
(1) t/o E &, P((T : ?) is the restriction to F of a meromorphic function 
on $. with no real poles. 
(2) VG E ti, ~(0: ?) and each of its derivatives is of polynomial 
growth on a strip 1 Im(v)l < 6 (uniformly in a). 
(3) t/a&, p(o:v)=p(o: wv)=p(wo:v) (VEF). 
(4) VcrEA?, p(0: v)>O (VEF, VfO). 
A complete discussion of these points (together with explicit formulas) is 
given in [28, Epilogue]. 
Define the positive constant c(P) as in [ 11, p. 139]-then the connection 
between c and p is contained in the following relation (cf. [ll, p. 152]), 
valid for all nonzero v in 9: 
p(0: v) c(v)* c(v) = c(P)’ (aEO), 
qua endomorphisms of L(z: 0). Here the * is the adjoint. 
There is another class of c-functions which figure in the functional 
equations [ 111. Thus let 
~cp,,p~~(l:v)=cp.,p~(l:v)~l’c~,p.(l:v), 
OC ps,p-( w : v) = cp,p?( 1 : WV) ~ l * C,?,,,!( w : v), 
where P’ = P or P, PI’ = P or P. We produce in this way eight ‘c-functions. 
In passing, it should be noted that one can also define eight CO-functions 
but no use will be made of them in the sequel. Each of the ‘c’s can be 
viewed as an endomorphism of L(z: 0). As such, they are unitary and 
everywhere holomorphic on 9”. Moreover, on L(r : O), for G E 0 
p(c: v) CPIP( 1 : v) * CPIP( 1 : v) = c(P)2 * OCPiP( 1: v), 
~(O:v)cp,p(l:v)‘cp,p(w:wv)=c(P)*~Oc~,p(w:wv). 
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E(P:l@v:x)=E(P:%,,,(1:v)I(/:v:x), 
E(P:$:v:x)=E(P:%p,,(l:V)+:v:X), 
E(P:II/:v:x)=E(P:“c,,,(w:v)lj:wv:x), 
E(P: II/: v: x)= E(P: ‘cplp(w: v) +: WV: x), 
four other functional equations occurring when the roles of P and ij are 
interchanged. 
Eisenstein integrals are not L*-functions but they can be used to form 
L*-functions via the “wave packet” mechanism. So fix a $ E L(r : a). Given 
a E W(B), put 
#II = $, a(v) A CT : v) E(P : $ : v : ?) dv. 
Then it can be shown that dn E %?(G, z) (hence is L*), the assignment 
a + 4, 
defining a continuous map V(9) +W(G, r)[ll, p. 1703. In addition, it is 
easy to see that 
where 
P,(v)= Id-$ (v E 9), 
1 r~ 1 the customary parameter associated with g. 
Consider now 
qSp,, = I, a(v) p(~ : v) E,(P : II/ : v : ?) dv, 
a function in V(M- AR, z,,,) (zM = r 1 M). Extend dP,cl to all of G by writing 
dp,a(ka,n) = z(k) $p,a(ad. 
Then it is a fundamental theorem of Harish-Chandra [ 10, p. 241 that 
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for all m E M, uR E A,. Both integrals are absolutely convergent. Further- 
more [lo, p. 481, 
s e ~ P(H(n))f$p,or(ikza,) do r7 
equals y(P) c(P)’ times the sum of 
and 
f a(v) afy°Cp,p(W : v) IC/)(m) dv. .F 
Observe that this relation is independent of the choice of Haar measure on 
8. 
The equality 
is one of the subtle points in the theory. Its proof is based on a remarkable 
identity derived from the differential equations, viz. 
An explanation of this can be found in [lo, Sect. 161 or [22, Sect. 81. All 
we need to know is that by passing to components, the identity says that 
where /? = ay E %?(F)(y differentiable of polynomial growth), q E ii, D E 6, 
and the sum is finite. We note that fjDdp is a VT-valued Schwartz function 
on G and it is not difficult to prove that for any f~ g(G) (cf. Sect. 7) 
is 
cc 
eUP(**)I f(fima,h,*)l dudN(fi) < +a. 
iv 0 
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6. SOME ELEMENTARY ESTIMATES 
As has been already noted in Section 4, one representation of T;’ is by 
the integral formula 
Because of this, the function 
UA(ii) = l*(H(n)) (iiEiv) 
figures prominently in the study of T;‘. 
If fi = 0(n) (n E N) and 
n=expX*exp Y (XEcl,> YELJ2)> 
then, by a computation due independently to Helgason and Schiffmann (cf. 
~27, P. 3811, 
U,(ri)=;log 
K 
l+&. lX12 y+-$. , Y,2]. 
Here, of course, ) XJ and 1 Y 1 refer to the norms of X and Y relative to the 
Euclidean structure associated with the Killing form. There is nothing to be 
gained by carrying along the constants so, for the sake of simplicity, we 
shall write 
Accordingly, 
UA(q=;log[(l + 1X1*)*+ I Y12)]. 
Put L=M*A,. Let l#L be such that 
det( 1 - Ad(l)), # 0. 
Then, as is well-known, 
qi,n+nln-‘1-l @EN) 
is an analytic diffeomorphism of N onto itself and 
@,(A’, Y) + exp-‘(exp(X+ Y)*exp( -Ad(l)(X+ Y))) 
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is a bijective polynomial map of n onto itself, there being a commutative 
diagram 
@ 
n-n 
Denote by $(!P) the inverse of d(Q)-then again there is a commutative 
diagram 
Moreover, if 
A =(l -Ad(l)),, 
then 
Y(X, Y)=A-‘(X+ Y-&JPx, Xl), 
meaning that Y is also a bijective polynomial map. 
The foregoing may be transmitted to n and R by the commutative 
diagrams 
0 b 
n-n N-N 
Y ti 
tl-Tl N-N 
It is hardly necessary to point out that the notation is incomplete in that 
d(g), Q(6), $(1,6), ul( p) and n all depend on the ambient element IE L. 
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Write 
Then 
VA(X, Y)=flog[(l + IXJ2)‘+ I YI2] 
vA 0 O(n) = VA 0 exp ~ ‘(n), 
an illustration of the preceding formalism reading 
VA 0 I+@) = VA 0 lj 0 e(n) 
=v Aoeo$(n) 
= V,oexp-‘o@(n) 
= V,oexp-‘o$oexp(X, Y) 
= VA 0 Y(X, Y). 
Let q~n-then we shall need to have an estimate on the growth of 
VA o Y((X n ‘I) 
in a neighborhood of infinity. In the applications, it will be a question of 
but for homogeneity reasons, this is essentially immaterial (cf. [S, p. 241). 
Given d> 0, let 
6,: n -+ n 
be the Lie algebra automorphism defined by the rule 
X+dX, Y-+d2Y. 
Then the (6,: d> 0} constitute a family of dilations on n. 
A continuous function f on n is said to be homogeneous of degree p if 
fo 6, = dpf for all d > 0. Put 
d(X, Y)= Jx14+ 1 Y12. 
Then d is homogeneous of degree 4; its fourth root plays the role of a 
“norm” on n. If f is homogeneous of degree p, then 
I f(X Y)l d “;P I f I - (d(X Y)Y4, 
If(X Y)l>i;fI fl -(AK Y)Y4, 
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C the “unit sphere”: 
{(X, Y) : A(X, Y) = l}. 
By definition, a differential operator D is homogeneous of degree p if 
W-c 6,) = d”(Qf)oS, 
for all differentiable f [S, p. 111. In our situation, 
implying that, as differential operators, the elements of g, are homogeneous 
of degree 1 and the elements of g2 are homogeneous of degree 2. If f is 
homogeneous of degree ,u, then 
so applying X to flowers the degree of homogeneity by 1 and applying Y 
to flowers the degree of homogeneity by 2. 
Coming back to V, 0 Y, let us consider instead 
log(d ” Y). 
Nothing of substance will be lost in doing this since our only concern is 
with the behavior of V, 0 Y in the large. The advantage of making the 
change lies in the fact that A 0 Y is homogeneous of degree 4. Decomposing 
q as X, + Y,, we have 
X,(log(A 0 Y)) = X&A o Y)/A o Y, 
Y,(:og(A 0 Y)) = Y,(A o Y)/A o Y. 
Because Y is bijective and Y(0, 0) =O, A 0 Yl, is never zero, thus takes a 
positive minimum on C. At infinity, therefore, 
I x,Uog(A 0 u’))(X Y)l= l/A(X Y)“4, 
1 Y,(log(A 0 Y))(X, Y)l z l/A(X, Y)“‘. 
Consequently, while 
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blows up at infinity like 
bmw, Y)), 
it first order derivatives 
decay at infinity like 
1 
AK V 
(6 > Oh 
which turns out to be a point of some importance. 
Let now f E%(G)-then it is an old result of Harish-Chandra (cf. [28, 
p. 2431) that 
s ~ I f(fi)l ddfi) < +a, 
the induced map W(G) + L’(N) being continuous. Slightly more is true in 
that 
Basically, this is proved in [ 1, p. 5651 but will be redone in the next section 
in a slightly more general context. Let ?j E n---then iif~ U(G), so 
s 1 f(% ‘I)’ uA 0 l&q d&i) < +a. m
On the other hand, in view of what has been said above, 
LEMMA 6.1. Let f E ‘S(G)--then Vij E ii, 
s Rf(n; ~)-"Aot@)ddn) 
= - s ~ f (ii) * u,,# 0 l&n; ij) dn(ti). 
That this “integration by parts” is valid is a consequence of a simple 
generality. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let D be a differential operator on N, D* its adjoint. Sup- 
pose that ge Cm(m) has the property that vf~%(G), 
f (fi; D) dfi) 
f($ dfi; D*) 
&L’(N). 
Then 
j/-k D) g(4 ddfi) = /J-(4 g@; D*) ddf9. 
Proof In fact, by virtue of the closed graph theorem, the maps 
f-.0?; D) g, 
f+fgV; D*) 
from 2?(G) -+ L’(m) are continuous. Furthermore, integration over m is a 
continuous linear functional on L’(N). Since the two composites 
U(G) + L’(N) + C 
must agree on C,“(G), a dense subspace of %?(G), they must agree on V(G) 
itself. 1 
7. APPLICATION OF THE ASYMPTOTICS 
Our primary objective is to compute the Fourier transform of T,A when 
f=dm a wave packet (Sect. 5). We shall therefore agree to write 
Tt(a,: t) 
in place of 
Tgz(a,: t). 
It is to be emphasized that the map 
M -+ T,A(a,: t) 
is continuous, thus defines a tempered istribution (qua V(F)). Naturally, 
it is now a question of a VT-valued distribution but this will not matter. 
Indeed, if 
P,: v,+ v, 
40 
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u -+ 
I 
z(k) oz(k ~ ‘) d,(k), 
K 
then 
T;~(u,: t) = P, 
[ 
sgn(t) d,(a I: i).j~~.(nu,h:n’)aAodn(n)], 
d, being r-spherical. 
Suppose that t is positive-then 
d,(a, : t) . j q31(nu,h:n ~ ’ ) VA(C) d&i) 
iv 
= d,(a, : t) . j q5,(n(u,h:) n ~ ‘(u,hF) ~ l (u,hF)) UA(ii) d&) 
N 
= dA(U, : r) * jN d,(4(4(a,V)) UAW d/d4 
=e rdH*)~ Afta,) ’ jm d~@,~:) uA ' $tn) ddnh 
the last equation by a standard change of variables (A,,, as usual). Here, 4 
and $ have the same connotations per I = u,hC , as in the preceding section. 
Due to what has been said near the end of Section 5, 
is equal to 
e P(H’n’)q5p,a(fiulh:) 
plus a finite sum of terms of the form 
i 
cc erPw*). eUQ(H*)q38(iiu,h: ,* ; rjD) du, 
0 
where /I = ay E U(F) (y differentiable of polynomial growth), f E ii, DE 6. 
Multiply through by vA 0 $(?i-then 
efp(H*)q5a(t%z,h:) uA 0 $(I?) 
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becomes the sum of 
e ~P(H(A))~p,z(iia,h~) uA 0tj(fi) 
and the 
&Pw*). cc i e”P(H*)q5p(na,h:h,*; @I) UA 0I+@) du. 0 
At this point, we want to integrate over &‘. To secure absolute convergence, 
a lemma will be needed. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let f E %?(G)-then 
Li 
L 
&‘@*‘l f(nma,h,*). uA 0 $@)I dud,(Z) < +oo. 
N 0 
Before proving the lemma, it would be best to introduce the basic K- 
spherical functions FO+ and 0 of Harish-Chandra. In this connection 
(and for use below), let us recall the inequalities of descent [28, p. 2361: 
(1) 3d,>O st Vm and VQ,, 
c +--i(iima.)( 1 + a(nma,)) ““d&(n) < + co. ,v 
(2) V’d30, 3eo>do, and 3C,>O st Vm and Vu,, 
Proqf qf Lemma 7.1. In [ 1, p. 5641, Arthur proves that 
uA~t/(fi)<log(C(1-eP’))6)+o,(fi) (t > 01, 
C a positive constant. Thus the convergence of our integral hinges on the 
convergence of 
cs 
% 
eupcH*‘( f iima,h,*)l dudN(ii) 
iv 0 
and 
e”“(“*)I f(iima,h,*)l ~~(6) dud,(i). 
To treat the first, choose d>O such that 
I ,: (1 +u)mddu< +co. 
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ss 
00 
e”P(H*)I f(iima,h,*)l dUd~(iq 
Iv 0 
is majorized by a constant times 
ss 
cc --P. aR ap,eupc”‘)~o---l(nmaRh,*)(l + a(iimaRhu*))-eO dudm(ri), Fi 0 
which is 
< C,a;P. 
s 
O” (1 +a(aRh,*))-ddzf 0 
<Cda;p*(l +c(aR))d*i*m (1 +~(h,*))-~du< No. 0 
Passing to the second, begin by noting that 
l*(H(x)) 
1 + a(x) (XEG) 
is a bounded function on G (cf. [27, p. 2151). Since 
vA(ii) = A*(H(fi)) d I*(H(iima,h,*))- A*(H(a,)), 
the convergence of 
li 
03 
eup(H*)I f(iima,h:)l uA(ii) dz4dm(fi) 
iv 0 
can be obtained by repeating the above argument but working this time 
with e, + 1 rather than e,. 1 
It therefore follows that 
euJw*)~ dal) ’ jR ba(nalh:) vA o $tn) ddn) 
= d,da,) - JN e ~P(H(n))q5p,a(iia,h~) uA0 ~J(i?z) dN(fi) 
+ etpcH*)dM(al) 
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Each of the integrals is absolutely convergent. We shall defer the study of 
s N e -Q(H(qp,r(nu,h:) VA 0 I+@) d&7(n) 
until the next section, concentrating our efforts in the remainder of this sec- 
tion on a typical term 
e’Pw*). cc 
ss Iv 0 
eUPcH*) q5,(iia,h:h~; @I) uA 0 1+6(n) dudN(fi). 
When all is said and done, the upshot will be: 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let CI E V(9)-then Vt > 0, 
CCu,: t)=P, -~(H(~))q5p,a(na,h:) v, 0 I&) d&i(n) 1 
+ PI I j a(v) F(a, : t : v) dv 1 , Y 
where F(u, : t : v) is a C” function of polynomial growth in v such that 
lim F(u, : t : v) = 0 
r-m 
uniformly on compuctu in (a,, v). 
We have 
erPw*). m 
ss Iv 0 
e”P(H*)~B(fiu,h~h,*; ijD) vA 0 1,6(n) dudN(fi) 
m = s s f N eUP(“*)Dqdg(hz,h,*; ij) v,., 0 &ii) dN(fi) du. 
Write 
Dq4,(nu,h,*; 6) = D&(fi; Ad(u,h,*) q: u,h,*). 
Then it follows from Lemma 6.1 that 
J‘ Iv 
@,(fi; Ad(u,h,*) II: a,/$) vA 0 I&) d,@) 
=- 
s mf?(fia,h,*) v/4 
0 I,&@; Ad(a,h,*) G) d&n). 
Iv 
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If q=FV+ Yq,, then 
Ad(a,h,*) f= e -“* Ad(a,) TV + ee2”* Ad(a,) yq. 
So, up to the minus sign, everything comes down to looking at the sum of 
i 
cc 
euPw*)e ~ 2u 
0 Wp(fiO,* 1 VA 0 I+&@; Ad(u,) Y,J dN(fi) du. f m > 
From its very definition, the term 
W/A~~lW 
involves an integral over P, namely, 
- 
s 
~ j?(v) p((~ : v) DE(P : II/ : v : tiu,h,*) dv. 
We contend that both of the triple integrals 
are absolutely convergent. To see that this is the case, we shall need to 
employ a simple estimate for the derivative of an Eisenstein integral 
[ 10, p. 383 which, in the present situation, reduces to 
p a nonnegative integer (C > 0). Because j3 is rapidly decreasing and 
~(0 : v) is of polynomial growth in v, the integral over 9 is absolutely con- 
vergent. Thus, it remains to establish the finiteness of 
s 
00 
euPw*)e ~ u +o-i(nu,h,*) vA 0 $(fi; Ad(u,) 8,) d&i) du 
I > 
and 
J‘ 
a 
eudH*)e - 2u +o--r(nu,h,*) uA 0 I,@; Ad(u,) 9,) d&i) du. 
I > 
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Commuting the a, past h,*, thence, by K-sphericity, out of the picture 
altogether, consider 
or still 
b-0 +(k(ii) aR(fi) n(G) h:) 
or still 
+o+(aR(fi) h,*(h*,n(ii) h,*)). 
There is a compact set Q, c N such that 
nEN*n(qEQN. 
For a proof, see [ 1, p. 5611. It is then clear that as ti varies, 
h*,,n(n) h,* (u30) 
stays within a compacturn in N as well. Accordingly, due to a standard 
property of t---c +[28, p. 1531, 
+o+(aR(ii) h,*(h*,n(ii) h,*)) 
is bounded by a constant times 
or still, thanks to the growth of I---+ on the positive Weyl chamber [28, 
p. 1541, by a constant times 
e -uP(H*)e ~-p(H(fi)). (1 + da,&) h,*)). 
We remark that a higher power of 1 + rr is not necessary, as there is but 
one positive, short root. The e ‘P(~*) cancels out the eUPcH*). In addition, 
the subadditivity of cr enables us to bound 
1 + o(aR(ii) A,*) 
(1 +4aR(4))-(1 +4C)). 
The two integrals in u will converge, so we are left with 
s e --p(H(n))( 1 + a(a,(ii))) a, 0 tj(fi; Ad(a,) 2,) dm(n) m 
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I ,v e --p(H(A))( 1 + ~(a&))) uA 0 I,@; Ad(u,) y,J d&n). 
To handle these, we shall pass to polar coordinates in n and work in a 
neighborhood of infinity. Here will be the set up 
[ 
1 1 
IPIP 
e - P(ff(fi)) =
(l+ Ixl2)2+ I Y12 (IPI =d,P+d*), 
1 + a(u,(fi))z 1 + A*(H(n)) 
=log[(l+ Ix12)*+ I Yl’], 
~~~~(n;Ad(a,)~~)~l/()X)~+( YJ2)“4, 
~~~$(n;Ad(a,) ~~)~l/(IX14+IY/2)1’2, 
the problem being the finiteness of 
cc a, 
s s 
log( r4 + 32) /I- lsh - 1 d,. ds 
c c (r.4 + S2)w/2)+ (l/4) 
and 
00 m 
I s 
log(r4 + s*) #I ~ Is& ~ 1 d,. ds 
c c (r4 + s2)(IPl/2)+ (l/2) 
for CBO. If the first is finite, then so is the second and the first is certainly 
finite, as can be seen by a trivial decoupling. The triple integrals 
cc 
s II I /vF 
are therefore finite. 
Interchanging the order of integrations then leads to 
s /3(v) ~(a: v) F,(a, : t : v) dv, F 
where F,(u, : t : v) equals 
s 
02 pJw*)e -u 
(1 
DE(P : II/ : v : nu,h,*) uA 0 $(n; Ad(u,) x,,) d&i) 
> 
du 
I r7 
plus 
5 
cc eww*)e ~ *u DE(P : 1,9 : v : nu,h,*) uA 0 I+@; Ad(u,) P,) dR(ti) du. 
I > 
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Since /I = cry (y differentiable of polynomial growth), the truth of 
Proposition 7.2 is now manifest. 
8. THE ROLE OF THE CONSTANT TERM 
To complete our preliminary analysis of Ti(a, : t), we have still to 
investigate 
i e -~(H(~))&&ia,h:) VA 0 l&i) d&T). m 
As will emerge presently, this is where the c-functions enter in. 
We shall start off the discussion with a little lemma. 
LEMMA 8.1. The difference 
u,4 O $(4 - UAfi) 
is a bounded function of ti. 
Proof. Using the notation of Section 6, it suffices to show that 
I/,4 o wx Y) - VAX Y) 
is a bounded function of X, Y or, equivalently, that 
log [ A;y;:)] 
is a bounded function of X, Y. This, however, is clear since by 
homogeneity, there are positive constants C’ and C” such that 
c’ <A o WC Y) < C” 
’ A(X, Y) ’ 
for all large X, Y. 1 
The integral 
s e-p(H(s))q5p,tl(fiuIh,) dm(6) N 
is absolutely convergent (cf. Sect. 5). Therefore, in view of the lemma, we 
can legitimately pass from 
I R 
e-P(H(“))q5p,,(fia,h:) uA 0 &ii) d&ii) 
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to 
s e -P(H(n))~p,or(na,h:)(u, 0 l&i) - UA(ii)) d,&i) Iv 
+ e 
I KJ 
-p(H(ti))(bp,,(na,h:) u,&) d/&q. 
We are primarily interested in the second of these but will have to do some 
work to dispose of the first. Here is our initial objective. 
LEMMA 8.2. The integral 
d da,) * S,- e -p(H(n))~p.r(na,h:)(u, 0 $(n) - II,&)) d&n) 
can be expressed as 
J a(v) G(a, : t : v) dv, 9 
where G(a, : t : v) is a C” function of polynomial growth in v such that 
lim G(a, : t : v) = 0 
r-cc 
uniformly on compacta in (a,, v). 
If we set H= F+ G, then this statement, in conjunction with 
Proposition 7.2, leads to the following conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let CI E V(F)-then Vt > 0, 
T,“(Q,: t)=f’, 
[ 
~,dal)*jme -- P(“(A))&Jna,h:) uA(n) d&7) 
1 
+P, 
1 
j a(v) H(a,: t: v)dv , 
3 1 
where H(a, : t : v) is a C” function of polynomial growth in v such that 
lim H(a,: t : v)=O 
1-03 
uniformly on compacta in (a,, v). 
Suppose that E is positive-then [28, p. 2391, 
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So, p(H(E)) being nonnegative, 
l 
e ~P(“(n))~p,?(nu,h:)(u, 0 I&) - UA(ii)) d,&?(n) 
N 
= lim 
5 c-0 ,q 
e~(‘+E)p(H(n”~p,r(nu,hP)(u~ 0 t+b(ii)--uA(ii)) dm(ii). 
From the definitions, 
dP,,(fia,h:) 
= 
s 
cc(v) ,~(a : v) E,(P : I) : v : i&,/z:) dv 
.i 
= a(v) p(a : v) E,(P : t,b : v : k(n) uR(ii) n(n) a,/~:) dv 
= ~(k(E))j-~ TX(V) p(o : v) E,(P : I) : v : a,a,(fi) h:) dv 
= t(k(fi)) - J a(v) p(a : v) ex’7vrex 7’.L*fH(R~‘(~p,p( 1 : v) $)(a,) dv 
F 
‘vi*(H(fi)‘(~p,p(w : v) ~))(a,) dv. 
The products 
/da : V)(CP,P(l : VI $)(a,), 
I40 : *j)(cP,P(w : v) $)(a,) 
are C” and of polynomial growth’in v. Therefore 
I 
e (I + 6 )p(H(n)) . dv dN(ii) 
.v ii 1 .s 
is an absolutely convergent double integral. 
In summary, then, 
I 
e~P(H(n))~p,,(na,h:)(u~ 0 t)(n) - uA(ii)) d&ii) 
Iv 
= lim 
I 
cc(v) eb 
E-0 5 
,qv’p(o : v)z(v+J% Ipl)(cp,p(l : v) ICI)(a,)dv 
+ lim 
E-0 I .F x(v)e-~ ,‘=vtp(~ : v) I( -v + fis 1 p J)(cplp(w : v) $)(a,) dv. 
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Here, for Im(v) > 0, 
u a generic element of I/,. Observe that I depends on a, and t (through 4). 
To make further progress, it will be necessary to determine the con- 
tinuation of Z(v) across Im(v) = 0. The technically precise methods of 
Wallach [25, pp. 274-2761, when combined with what is said below, 
readily imply that the behavior of Z(v) at v =0 is no worse than that of 
cplP(l : v) at v =O, the essential point being that uA o$ - oA has a finite 
limit at infinity (Lemma 8.4 infra). On the other hand, to effect the con- 
tinuation itself, it will be convenient o employ a lemma of Schiffmann [21, 
p. 681, the exact statement of which requires some preparation. 
Due to our assumptions (Sect. l), the irreducible finite-dimensional 
representations of G may be identified with the irreducible hnite-dimen- 
sional representations of G,.. Let rc be one such, operating on V,, say. 
Thanks to the compactness of K, V, carries the structure of a Hilbert space 
relative to which the adjoint of rc(x is rt(B(~ ‘)) (XE G). If A is the highest 
weight of rc with respect o aR + J- - la,, then its restriction AR to aR has 
the property that 
Denoting by I the element of N singled out in this way, there is a decom- 
position 
v,= Vo@ ... 0 v/ 
of I/, into subspaces uch that for 0 d i < I, 
V,={uEV,:71(u,)U=a~~i~)l. 
Fix a nonzero vector u0 E V,. Given u E V,, consider the polynomial 
function 
(4C) 00, u) 
on iV. Write u = Cv,, so that 
(7#) uo, u) = CP,(ii). 
Let Pi(x, Y) be the corresponding polynomial on n-then, the rc(aR) being 
selfadjoint, 
pi 0 6, = &(H’)Pj (d> 01, 
i.e., the Pi are homogeneous of degree il(~*). 
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In terms of the above, Schiffmann’s result asserts: Suppose that r is an 
irreducible unitary representation of K on a finite-dimensional Hilbert 
space V, and let v’, v” E V,-then 
(s(k(ti)) v’, v”) = 1 QR(E) -“(7#) vg, v), 
n 
the summation ranging over a finite set of 7~. 
Returning to Z, fix v’, v” E I/, and consider, for Im(v) > 0, 
s 
e’J-l”“* ~ p)(H(B)) (0, 0 lJ(fi) - U,(ii))(T(k(fi)) v’, VU) d&ii). 
m 
There are two possibilities: 
(1) E,(H*) = 2 (the “abelian” case); 
(2) A( H*) = 1 (the “nonabelian” case). 
We shall deal explicitly with the second, the argument for the first being 
similar but simpler. 
This agreed to, decompose (r(k(E)) u’, u”) in terms of n-then it will be 
enough to look at 
e(JTyi* -n -P)(H(ByUA 0$(fi) - v,(fi))(n(fi) vg, v) d,v(ii) 
m 
or still 
or still 
Here 
z= IPI +w-J- Iv 
2 . 
Keeping to the notation of Section 6, given CJ E C, write (uniquely) 
a=X,+ Y, 
and for u > 0, put 
zqu, 6) = ux, + u2Yo. 
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Then [8, p. 141 
j j-(X, Y) dXdY = jom u2’p’ - I du ( j .f(U(u, a)) L&J . 
71 z > 
[Note: This is integration in “polar coordinates” but set up to reflect the 
presence of the dilations S,.] 
Freeze the index i (0 < i < I) and consider 
s 
m u 21Pl Ifid* (r 
v, 0 Y(uX,, U2Ya) - V,(uX,, 22Y,) 
[(l +U21X,12)*+U4 I Y,12]’ PAX,, Y,) ds 0 z 1 
or still 
that is, 
a holomorphic function of z 
To finish the analysis, we shall need 
LEMMA 8.4. As u -+ so, 
v, 0 Y(uX,, u’Y,)- V,(uX,, U’Y,) + $og(d 0 !P(X,, Y,)). 
Proof: Recall from Section 6 that 
Y(X, Y) = A -‘(x+ Y- $[A ‘Jr, A-]). 
Accordingly, 
v, 0 Y(uX,, 22Y,) - V,(uX,, 22Y,) 
+og 
[ 
(1+u21/1~‘X,l*)2+U41/1~‘(Y,-t[/i~IX,,X,])l* 
(1 +u* Ix,12)*+u41 Y,I* 1 - L log(d D Y(X,, Y )), u-22  
as desired. [ 
Let 
Ci(=C,(a,: t))=$j log(doY(X,, Y,)) P,(X,, Y,)da. 
z‘ 
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Then 
can be written as 
5 
m u21PI - I + I 
4; du 
1 U 
+ c, vol(X) * jlx “2”;q;l + ’du. 
Taking into account that 
z= IPI +w-flv 
2 ' 
the integral 
is seen to be a meromorphic function of v with a simple pole at 
v=fl((i-/)/2). Th e other, ostensibly more complicated integral, 
actually behaves better on Im(v) = (i - 1)/2. In fact, it is certainly a 
holomorphic function of v provided Im(v) > (i - 1)/2 and since 
IX,14+ I Y,12= 1, 
for ~$0, 
[ 
u-4+2u~2~/1~'x,~~+doY(x,,Y,) 1 
log (u~4+2u-~~x,~~+l)doyI(x,, Y,) 1 7 
thereby enabling one to extend the region of holomorphy. 
All told, then, Z(v) can be continued across Im(v) = 0, there being a 6 > 0 
such that the resulting function is holomorphic in Im(v) > -6 except, 
perhaps, for a simple pole at v = 0. Moreover, the growth of I(v) on 
Im(v) = 0 is apparent from the foregoing argument. In particular, it is clear 
that 
Aa : v) ~(v)(cplp(l : v) $)(a,) 
Aa : v) 4 -v)(cplp(~ : v) tilta,) 
(VE9) 
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are C” and of polynomial growth. Of course, we must bear in mind that if 
I does have a pole at v = 0, then it, as well as the pole of 
(c,,Al : v) ti)(a,), 
(CP,P(W : VI tiNa,), 
is cancelled by the zero of pL(r~ : v) at v = 0, which is of order two 
[ll, p. 1961. 
So, at last, it is permissible to go to the limit under the integral sign and 
take E = 0, giving: 
5 Iv 
e -.P(H(n”~p,l(nu,h:)(v, 0 l&i) - VA(@) d&i(n) 
= s a(v) eJ-l”p(a : v) Z(v)(cPIP(l : v) $)(a,) dv 4: 
+ I a(v) ep J-~“,(cT : v) Z( - v)(c&w : v) $)(a,) dv. ~ 
Now Arthur proves in [ 1, p. 5601 that 3C > 0 such that Vfi, Va,, 
IVA~l+qn)-u,(n)l <Ce-’ (VltBO). 
Incorporating d,(a,) and making the evident definitions, it is thus obvious 
how to complete the proof of Lemma 8.2. 
It remains to address 
As before, write 
= lim s 6’0 ,Q 
e ~ (’ +E’P(H(n)‘~p,,(~a,h~) vA(ti) dN(ii). 
Once again, 
s 
e ~~ (1+ &‘P(ff(fi” . . . . ..dv dm(ii) 
m (1 > Y 
is an absolutely convergent double integral, the presence of vA having no 
influence of substance. To interpret the effect of interchanging the order of 
integrations, let us note: 
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LEMMA 8.5. Suppose thar Im(v) > &then 
[Needless to say, this is immediate.] 
So we have 
s e -P’“‘““~&ia,h:) VA(n) d&i) Iv 
This time it will not, in general, be possible to pass to the limit under the 
integral sign, the difficulty being the potential pole at the origin. For- 
tunately, the problem is not serious. 
To begin with (cf. Sect. 5) 
p(cs : v)c&l : v).c,,,(l : v)=c(P)‘4p\p(l : v), 
p(a: v)cp(p(l : v)‘cqp(W: Wv)=c(P)24p,p(w: WV). 
Thus, substituting in, 
becomes 
Y(P) c(P)’ 
J-r 
multiplying the sum of 
lim s a(v) eJ-1” E’O * 
x(+,(1 :v+&iEJpl)c,,,(l :v)P’(ocP,P(l :v)$))(a,)dv 
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and 
lim s a(v) e-J--r,, E’O .F 
x (cb,p(l : -v+ ,/-l& I P I) CP,P(l : -VI -’ (“cP,P(w :VI $))(a,) dv. 
Heuristically, 
+(I :v)c&l :v)-’ 
is the “logarithmic derivative” of c&l : v). 
[Note: It is well-known that the c-functions, together with their 
derivatives and inverses, are of polynomial growth at infinity in some 
strip (Im(v)j < 6 (see, e.g., [23, Sect. 4]).] 
We distinguish two cases: 
(1) fi(o: O)>O; 
(2) p((T : 0) = 0. 
If (1) obtains, then everything in sight is holomorphic at the origin. In 
this case, therefore, 
s e -~(H(~))$bp,x(ikl,h:) UA(fi) d&i) Iv 
equals 
Y(P) C(P)‘. fi $, g(v) en” 
plus 
x (c)qp( 1 : v) cp,J 1 : v) (“qd : v) $))(a,) dv 
Y(P) c(P)‘. fi j/(v),-- 
x (cb,p(l : - v) cplp( 1 : -v) ~ ’ (“cp,p(w : v) $))(a,) dv. 
But if (2) obtains, then the derivative of cFIp has a pole of order two at the 
origin, while the inverse of cPlp has a zero of order one at the origin. To 
make the evaluation in this case, it will be necessary to draw on some 
elementary facts from distribution theory in the form of two lemmas, the 
proofs of which can be safely omitted. 
In what follows, PV stands for “principal value.” 
LEMMA 8.6. Let ME%‘(R)-then 
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LEMMA 8.7. Let CI E V(R)--then 
lim O” 
I 
4x1 m a(x) - t%(O) 
YlO --m (x + fiY12 
dx=(PV) j x* dx f&%&(O). 
-5 
These two statements easily yield: 
COROLLARY. Suppose that m(n) is a meromorphic (holomorphic) function 
in the strip 1 Im( y)l < 6 with a pole of order two (zero of order one) at x = 0 
and of polynomial growth at infinity on horizontal lines-then, V’cc E S’(R), 
lim i* 
.L’ 10 c 
a(x)m(fx+fly)n(+x)dx 
~ r 
=(PV) jr, u(x) m( +x) n( +x) dx T&-l,a(O) Res(m( f ) n( f ))jo. 
[In fact, 
m(*x+JTy)= 
A B 
(+x+Jqg2+(fx+Jiy) 
+P(+x+fiY). 
thus one has only to multiply through by a(x) n( kx), integrate, and then 
apply the second (first) lemma to the first (second) integral on the right.] 
Maintaining the supposition that ~(cr : 0) = 0, we can now say that 
equals 
Y(P) c(P)’ 
n 
x (cb,,( 1 : v) cplp( 1 : v) ~ ’ (‘cplp( 1 : v) $))(a[) dv 
- y(P) c(P)’ m(0) Res(cb,,( 1 : ?) cplp( 1 : ?) ~ ’ (“c~,~( 1 : ?) $)(a,))lo 
plus 
Y(P) c(P)’ 
J-1 
- (PV) [, a(v) e Lfiv’ 
x (cblp(l : -v)cF,,(l : -v))’ (“c~,~(w: v) $))(a,)dv 
+y(P)c(P)2ncc(O)Res(c~,,(l:-?)c~,~(1:-?)~’(ocp,p(w:?)~)(a,))~o. 
Here, implicitly, dv is normalized Lebesgue measure on 9. 
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The terms involving the residues can be simplified a bit. Obviously, 
Res(+(l : -?)c&l : -?))‘)I0 
= -Res(c>,,( 1 : ?)c&l : ?))‘)lo. 
Next, on general grounds (Sect. 5), 
oqP(l : v), 
Ocplp(w : v) 
are unitary and everywhere holomorphic on 9. Because of our hypothesis 
on CL, WCJ = CJ [ 11, p. 1951. Moreover, w operates in a canonical manner on 
L(r : (T), namely by I,+ + w$, where 
wl&l)=z(w)Il/(w-‘mw)t(w-1). 
As an endomorphism of L(z : a), w is unitary and selfadjoint, and [ 10, 
p. 431, 
w * Oqqp( 1 : v) = OCPIP(W : v), 
w * Ocpp.(w : v) = Oc,,p( 1 : v). 
At the origin [ll, p. 1953, 
‘cplp( 1 : 0) = ID, 
‘cplp(w : 0) = ID. 
Consequently, 
ocplp(l :O)=w, 
“CPiP(W : 0) = w. 
[Note: From the theory of the Eisenstein integral, 
E(P:$:O:?)=E(P:wrl/:O:?), 
from which the connection via the functional equations (Sect. 5).] 
The residues therefore combine to give in toto 
-2y(P) c(P)* rca(O)(Res(cb,,( 1 : ?) cPIP( 1 : ?) ~ ’ lo (~$))(a,). 
With the understanding that in the holomorphic case the residue is zero, 
we have proved 
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LEMMA 8.8. The integral 
Ada,) * JN e -P(H(R))q5P,a(fia,h:) uA(fi) d,(n) 
can be expressed as 
Ada,) * Iv) C(P)’ n 
times the sum of 
(PV) jF N(V) eJY”‘(cb,,( 1 : v) cplp( 
and 
1 : v)-’ (‘c&l : v) $))(a,) dv 
fi”(cblp( 1 : -v) cplp( 1 : -v) ~ ’ (‘cplp(w : v) $))(a,) dv 
less 
Ada,) - Y(P) 4f’)’ 
times 
2za(O)(Res(cb,,( 1: ?) cplp( 1 : ?) ~ ‘)I0 (w$))(a,). 
Referring back to Proposition 8.3, upon inserting the preceding result, 
we arrive at a formula for T;l(a, : t) which is the point of departure for the 
rest of the investigation in that it provides a prenatal version of our Fourier 
transform. 
9. UTILIZATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
As a function of the R-regular point (a, : t), T;‘(a, : t) is C”. That being, 
fix t # &then Ti(a, : t) can be expanded into an absolutely convergent 
Fourier series 
where 
Tt(a, : t) = c p(rx : x, : t) X,(a,), 
XIEA^I 
p(a : xl : t) = JA, ?(a, : t) xAa,)d,Ja,). 
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SO, to determine the Fourier transform of T;f(a, : t), it suffices to calculate 
each of the ?(a : 2, : t). In turn, for this, the differential equations provide 
the key. 
The symmetrys 
T;‘(a, : f) = T,A(a, : -t), 
T&4(wa, : t) = det(w) Tt(a, : t) (w E WM, A,)) 
translate to 
T(ct : x, : 1) = F(ct : x, : - t), 
?(CX : wx, : t) = det(w) p(c( : 1, : t) (w E TM A,)). 
The first of these allows us to assume that t is positive; the second of these 
allows us to assume that x1 is in a fundamental domain for the action of 
W(A4, A,) on 2, but since this does not seem to materially alter the com- 
plexity of the situation, we shall forgo it. 
Due to Lemma 4.1, 
(V2+dP2*#) T,A(a,: f)=p,,. Ti(a,: t) 
+2dp2- {~ltPcR,a,n,(t,,2(al : t) 
- 5 I/2(a, : t)) -‘} . Fj’(a, : f). 
Here (Sect. 5), 
p,(v)= I+-$? 
while, of course, Ft(a, : t) is the invariant integral of d, relative to A. No 
confusion should arise from the double useage of the symbol CI as both a 
test function and a root. 
It is easy to explicate F$(a,: t)(cf. [ll, p. 1651 or [20, p. 161). Thus let 
0, be the character of 0, d(o) its degree-then Ft(a, : t) is equal to 
Y(P) c(P)‘. p $( 1 ) 
40) ’ 
multiplying the sum of 
d,,,,(a,) @,(a,). {, m(v) e+cvr dv 
and 
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Matters simplify somewhat if we now take into account 
LEMMA 9.1. VCTE&, wa=a. 
ProoJ Basically, this is implicit in the structure theory (as outlined in 
Sect. 2). In fact, let 
w=exp 
[ 
:(X*-Y*) 1 
Then w +! M but 
(1) w normalizes A,, 
(2) w centralizes A,. 
On the other hand, any a E fi is determined by the restriction of its charac- 
ter 0, to A, (M is connected). Since @,I A,= OW, IA,, a and wa must be 
one and the same. 1 
[Note: The particular choice for w used in the above argument has its 
square in the center of M, in contrast to the particular choice for w made at 
the beginning of Section 4 which has its square in the center of K. Still, the 
first actually centralizes A, whereas the second only normalizes A,.] 
Put 
C(p:o)=4d-2.y(pJ(c()p)2 
a 
In addition, let 
Q(a, : t) = C ZEPtg,ap,(5,,2(al : f) - 5 zi2(al : t)) p2. 
Then 
(V2+dp2*~f) T,A(a,: t) 
=pn * T,“(a[ : t) 
+C(P:a)-P,$(l)-Q(a,. . t) d,(a,) @,(a,)* lF cc(v) cos vt dv. 
Fix a xc E A^, and write 
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LEMMA 9.2. We have 
(d-2-D:) Q% : x,: t) 
=P 0.x, * G : XI : 1) 
+W’:4*WW 
X 
s 
a(v) cos vt dv. 
.P 
[This is clear.] 
The preceding lemma reduces the study of p(a : x, : t) to an ODE 
problem in a single real variable. There is a related function which satisfies 
the homogeneous equation. 
Indeed, if 
itself known through Lemma 8.8, then (cf. Proposition 8.3) 
Tt(a, : t) - R;4(a, : t) = P, jF u(v) H(a, : t : v) dv]. 
Accordingly, in a suggestive notation, 
?(a : x, : t) - @a : x, : t) = P, I, LX(V) f?(x, : t : v) dv , 
1 
and we claim that 
(d-2.Df) &cc : x,: t)=pg,x,4?(a :x,: t). 
To prove this, it suffices to establish: 
LEMMA 9.3. Under the above conditions, 
(V2+dp2*Df)R,A(a,: t)=p0.R2(a,: t). 
The proof depends on a standard generality. 
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SUBLEMMA. Let ‘+b E L(z : a)-then 
dM(aI) - jM *balm ~ ’ ) d,(m) = z - A da,) @,(a,). 
[The expression on the left is nothing more nor less than the invariant 
integral of $ with respect to the compact Cartan subgroup A, of M. In vir- 
tue of the definition of L(z : a) (Sect. 5), our contention is then immediate 
(cf. [28, p. 402]).] 
Proof of Lemma 9.3. A glance at Lemma 8.8 tells us that we pick up 
- v2/d2 from operating with d - * * 0:. To see how 10 I* gets into the picture, 
begin by noting that 
ma, : f) = P,C‘4M(Q,)( ... tiNa,) 
= s(k)Cd,(a,)(...\C/)(a,)l~(k-‘)d,(k) s K 
= t(km)[dM.r(al)( ... $)(a,)1 z(mp’kp ‘1 d,(m) dK(k) 
Generically, therefore, consider 
Ada,) - jM ICl(ma,m ~ ‘1d,(m) (I) E L(z : a)). 
Thanks to the sublemma, 
AM(a,) * jM ti(ma,m ~ ‘1 dd ) =z -d dal) Q,(a,). 
But then, from Weyl’s character formula, 
V2(dM(aI) - jM ICl(maIm-‘) d,dm)) 
=lo12(d,la,).jMIlr(ma,m~l)d,(m)). 
Hence the lemma. 1 
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Consequently, 
+ C(P: a)-Prll/(l)- 
X 
s 
a(v) cos vt dv 
.F 
or still 
+C(P:o)*P,ti(l)* : t) dIda,) @,(a,) X,(U,) d,,(a,) 
x cos vt 
or still 
(Df) P,&, : t : v) 
= d2pb,X,(V) P,A(x, : t : v) 
+C(P:a)-P,Il/(l)- : t) dM(U,) @,(a,) Xl(Q,) d/l,(a,) 
x cos vt. 
where, anew, 
C(P:a)=4* Y(P) c(P)’ 
d(a) 
This is the linear nonhomogeneous differential equation satisfied by 
P,t?(x, : t : v), a function of polynomial growth in v such that 
lim P,R(x, : t : v) = 0 
r-m 
uniformly on compacta in v, the boundary value at infinity. 
As a preliminary to solving for P,I?(x, : t : v), we shall have to say a few 
words about Q(u, : t) and its Fourier coefficients (both even in t). 
Thus, by definition, 
Q(u, : t) = C %EP(R,Ll)~l(~l,2(~l : t) - 5L.,z(a,: t)) --27 
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where nor is 0, 1, or 2 depending on whether cc(H*) is 0, 1, or 2, respectively. 
We have (Sect. 2) 
P(g, a)=P,LI P, LI P,. 
Obviously, then, the CI E P, make no contribution at all. Moreover, there is 
only one real root, viz. c(,, which contributes 
1 
2( sinh t)2’ 
As for the complex roots, they occur in pairs (a, 6). Divide these pairs into 
two classes, those in the first (second) class consisting of the u such that 
n, = l(2). If Z’1’(Z’2’) denotes the corresponding sum, then the con- 
tribution from the first class is 
and the contribution from the second class is 
2C’*’ ij n(5,,,(u,)+r~..(a,))e~*“’ . 
? [ ,1 = 1 1 
Hence, altogether, 
ecu,: t) = 2(si;h t)2 +;('$. -I+ 2 c"p.. .I. 
n 1 n 
[Note: Our standing assumption is that t is positive; if t were negative, 
then absolute values would have to be inserted into the exponentials.] 
Now, in the notation of [28, p. 4151, 
dM(aI) @,(a,) = 40) - C,., W(M.A,) det(w) - wxAa,), 
E(G) = f and w # 1 + u’x, # x0, xP being regular. Therefore 
i A, ecu, : t) d M(Ul) @,(a,) X,(Q,) d,,(a,) 
= E(C) * z,.. W(M,A,) det(w) - jA, Q(u, : t) owl XAU,) dA,(Q,). 
With 
C,.(o :LY : n : Xl) = I,, (5fKAQI) + r -..(Ql)) Wo(~l) XAQ,) dA,(Qlh 
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Put 
C(o : ct : n : x,) = C,.. W(M,A,) det(w) * C,.(a : c( : n : x,), 
an integer. Then 
&CC.) - cw, W(M,A,) Ww) - JA, WI : t) wx,(a,) x,(a,) d,,(a,) 
equals 
It is to be stressed that the sums 
y c, cC2) 2 
1 n 3L n 
are effectively finite in that given x,, 
for at most finitely many pairs (~1, n). Furthermore, the sinh term is never 
present unless x, is on the W(M, A,)-orbit of xa to start with. To reflect 
this, we shall set 
d(a : x1) = z,, W(M,A,) det(w) - (wx,, xl). 
Reformulated, the differential equation for P,t?(x, : t : v) is 
(Df) P,z?(x, : t : v) = LFp,,,(v) P&x, : t : v) 
+C(P:a)-P,~(1)~&J:~,:t)cosvt, 
where, by definition, O(O : x, : t) equals 
+ 2&(a) * Cc2) f nC(o : ct : n : x,) e ~ 2n’, 
CT II=1 
a function of exponential decay at infinity. 
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We have 
d2P,x,(v)=d2(I~12-IX,12)-v2 
and from this it is clear that it would be best to divide the discussion into 
cases: 
(1) ICI < Ix,Ii 
(2) lal=IXII; 
(3) loI ’ 1x11. 
Obviously, 
IoI#IX1/j~(“:X,:t)=O. 
LEMMA 9.4. Let k be a real nonzero constant; let f be a continuous 
function on 10, + co [ of exponential decay at infinity-then the general 
solution to the differential equation 
y” + k*y =.f(t) 
has the ,forrn 
C~*coskr+~*sinkt+~~‘y~ sin k(u - t)f(u) du. 
I 
[Note: Suppose thatfis continuous at O-then, alternatively, the general 
solution has the form 
C, - cos kt + 2 * sin kt + k 1’ sin k( t - u)f(u) du, 
0 
with a change in constants.] 
Let us place ourselves in case (l)-then, by Lemma 9.4, P,t?(x, : t : v) 
can be written as 
C,..cos(Jd2M2- la/‘)+v’t) 
+ CS 
$2(Ix,12-142)+v2 
-sin( d2(IX,12-lo12)+~2t) 
+ C(Pia)*P,l+ql) 
&‘2(Ix,12-l.12)+v2 
;c X sin (Jd2(IX,12 - 101’) + v2 (u-t)) &(CJ : x, : u) cos vu du. 
Since 
lim P,fi(~,:t:v)=O 
r - z’ 
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uniformly on compacta in v, C,. = C, = 0. So, apart from a constant, 
P,E?(x, : t : v) must be equal to the “forcing” term alone, call it 
l-2(0 : x, : t : v), 
an even function of v. 
This proves: 
PROPOSITION 9.5. Suppose that 1 d 1 < 1 x, 1 -then 
Next 
LEMMA 9.6. Let f be a continuous function on 10, + 00 [ of exponential 
decay at infinity-then the general solution to the differential equation 
Y" =f (t) 
has the form 
C,+C,t+~w (u-t)f(u)du. 
I 
[Note: Suppose that f is continuous at &then, alternatively, the general 
solution has the form 
c,+C,t+j“(t-u)f(u)du, 
0 
with a change in constants.] 
Let us place ourselves in case (2). If v # 0, put 
but if v = 0, put 
Q(o : x, : t : 0) = jE (u - t) &T : 1, : u) du. 
I 
This again is the “forcing” term arising from the differential equations and 
is an even function of v. Exploiting the decay of P,I?(x, : t : v) in t at 
infinity, we derive as above: 
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FR~P~sITI~N 9.7. Suppose that ( o ( = Ix, I -then 
F(L7 :x, : t) = @cc : x, : t) 
It should be noted that even in this case, ff(cr : x, : t) may be zero. In fact, 
ff(cr : x, : t) is necessarily zero unless x, = wxQ for some w E W(M, A,). 
Observe that this happens precisely when the sinh term appears in 
&a : x, : t), the only time that &(a : x, : t) behaves badly at t = 0. 
LEMMA 9.8. Let k be a real nonzero constant; let f be a continuous 
function on [0, + CO[ of exponential decay at infinity-then the general 
solution to the differential equation 
y”-k2y=f(t) 
has the form 
is 
[Note: There is a variant with j; replaced by sy, provided the decay off 
sufliciently fast, a condition depending on k.] 
Let us place ourselves in case (3). If 
Put 
but if 
Put 
v2-d2(I.12- Ix,l*)>O, 
1 
Q(a : x, : t : v) = 
v2--2(l~12- Ix,l*) 
X s m sin ( v’-d2(l(r12- Ix,I’)(u-t)) f 
x &CT : x, : u) cos vu du 
v2-d2(Ia12- Ix,I’)=O, 
= 
s m (u-t)&~:~,:u)cos(&/d~(I~~~-)~,~~)u)du. I 
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It remains to define 52 for v in the “exceptional” set, namely 
v*-d*()oI*- Ix,l2)<0. 
The necessary modifications can be carried out with the help of Lemma 9.8. 
Because of the evenness of the data in t, the hyperbolic sine makes no con- 
tribution. As for the hyperbolic cosine, the decay in t at infinity forces the 
value of the prefacing constant, to wit, 
c(P:o)~P,Il/(l)*c(O:~,:v), 
C(a : x1 : v) being 
1 
s 
cc 
X exp(-Jd2(~a~2-l~,~2)-v2u)~(a:~,:u)cosvudu. 
0 
Accordingly, if 
Put 
sz(o : x, : t : v) 
= C(a : x, : v) cosh(,,,&( I o 1’ - ( x, I *) - v* t) 
1 
+ 
Jd2(b12- Ix,12)-v* 
x dsinh( I 
~*(I~J*--I~,~*)-v*(~-u))~(~:~,:u)cos~u~u. 
Thus defined, a is even in v. 
[Note: It is an instructive check on the coherence of the definitions to 
verify the continuity of Q at the points 
v= +Jd*(Ic.I*- I&12). 
Plainly, 
lim 
~-(+JB(lol*-lx/l*))+ 
a(0 : x, : t : v) 
= s ~u~((J:~I:u)cos(+ d2(ld~*-I~,~*)u)du 0 
+J-)--um a:X,:u)cos(f d2((~.*-I~1~*)u)du 
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or, what is the same, 
a(o:~I:t: *Jd*(I.1*-IXI12)), 
provided 
s ~~~(0:~,:u)c0s(+jdd2(1~~*-1~,1*)u)du=0, 
which, by the evenness of the data in t, holds a priori.] 
Hence 
PROPOSITION 9.9. Suppose that I (i I > I xI l-then 
@q,:t)=C(P:+P,$(1)~j./$v)R(o:~,:t:~)dv. 
Let 
O(a)= (W&WE W(M, A,)}. 
Combining now Propositions 9.5, 9.7, and 9.9 gives 
PROPOSITION 9.10. Let a E W(9)-then Vt > 0, 
T;4(a,:t)=C(P:a).P,$(l). c ~&z,).j a(v)SZ(a:~,:t:v)dv 
;ot A^/ 9 
Modulo interpretation (Sect. 12) this is the Fourier transform of T,(a, : t). 
We shall close with a couple of comments about 
&a : x, : t) (X,E Wall 
which will be needed later. 
Let 
Inv - Int 
stand for invariant integral. Then, on the basis of Lemma 8.8 (and the 
proof of Lemma 9.3), &c( : x, : t) is seen to be P, applied to 
Y(P) c(P)’ 
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times the sum of 
(PV) jy a(v) E?J--Iyl dv 
x A, Inv- WcIPIP(l : v) CP,~(~ : VI PI (“c~lp(l : v) +))(a,) ~~(a,) dA,(a,) 
and 
(PV) il, cz(v) e - J-iVl dv 
X 
I 
Inv - Int(c’p,p( 1
Al 
: -v)cP,Al: -VI-l (“c~,,(w:v)~))(u,)x,odA,(al) 
less 
times 
2nc40) 
x s A, Inv - WRes(cb,,(l : ?) CPI~(~ : ?)-‘)I0 (wti))(u,) Xf(uI) dA,(u,). 
From this, it follows that 
c wan - R(a : wxo : t) 
W’E W(M,A,) 
is equal to P, applied to 
Y(P) c(PY 
&’ d(o) 
times the sum of 
x VW la a(v) e “=“‘(c~,,( 1 : v) cplp( 1 : v) - ’ (Ocplp( 1: v) $))( 1) dv 
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and 
d M(Ul) Q,(a,) 
J=“(c’p,p(l:-v)cp,p(l:-v)-~(Ocp,p(w:v)l/))(l)dv 
less 
Y(f7 cm* 
d(a) 
times 
2m(O)-d,(a,) Q,(a,)x (Res(cb,,(l : ?)c&l : ?))‘)I0 (w+))(l). 
10. INTERTWINING OPERATORS AND C-FUNCTIONS 
The noncentral terms in our formula for 7’t(a,: t) (Proposition 9.10) 
involve c-functions. The latter, however, must also be understood in the 
context of harmonic analysis on G, thus have to be placed in a different set- 
ting. Fortunately, the necessary tools for carrying out this transposition are 
in the literature [ll, 163. 
Let V= C”(Kx K), equipped with its C” topology-then 
(1) V admits an associative multiplication. In fact, for vl, v2 E V, 
define v = v, * v2 by 
v(k, : k,) = j- v,(k, : k) v,(k-’ : k,) d,(k). 
K 
(2) V admits an involution. In fact, for v E V, define u* by 
v*(k, : k2) = v(k,’ : k; ‘). 
(3) V admits a norm. In fact, for v E V, define 11 v 11 by 
II v II* = jK jK I UP, : k,)l* dK(kl) d&d. 
(4) V admits a trace. In fact, for v E V, define tr(u) by 
tr(v) = jK v(k : k- ‘) d,(k). 
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V is a unitary double K-module. In fact, if u E V and k E K, then 
u, = z(k) v and v2 = m(k) are defined by 
u,(k, : k2) = u(k,k : kJ, u,(k, : k2) = u(k, : kk,). 
Properties (l)-(4) are connected with r by a series of simple formalities. 
Let F be a finite set of K-types, invariant under the formation of con- 
tragradients; let xF be the associated idempotent-then, as usual, 
V,= C”(Kx K, F) is the subspace of V= C”(Kx K) consisting of those 
u E V such that 
u = 5 K xF(k) r(k) ud,(k), 
0 = s K x&l UT(k) d,(k). 
V, is finite-dimensional and stable under T,(= r I V,). Of course, rF is not 
in general irreducible but this is not an impediment o applying the results 
of Section 5. In particular, it makes sense to form L(rF) and, for any g E A, 
L(r, : cr). As such, L(tF) is a semisimple algebra under convolution con- 
taining L(r,: c) as an adjoint invariant two-sided ideal. 
This is a good point at which to mention an artifice of Harish-Chandra 
[9, p. 1741. Given a function f: G + C, define a function f : G -+ V by 
f(k, : x : k2) =f (kl.xkZ). 
Then f is r-spherical. Moreover, f = 0 iff f = 0. The map f + f identifies 
C,“(G) with C,“(G, r), 
WC) with %(G, r) 
and 
C,“(G; F) with C,““(G, tF), 
WC; F) with %?(G, rF). 
Given r~ E I@ operating on V,, say, let &‘(a) be the representation space 
for 
rc(a) = Indc(a). 
Then 
6(a) = c o&,(o) 6r.e 
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is the corresponding total K-isotypical decomposition, the partial K- 
isotypical decomposition relative to F being 
The principal series representations 
rcP(c : v) = Indz(a : v) 
x~((T : v) = Indz(a : v) 
(VER) 
can all be realized on b(o) (the “compact” picture). 
A function 
X:KxK-+End(V’,, I’,) 
is said to be smooth if it is differentiable and 
X(m,k, : m,k,) = a(m,) X(k, : k,) rJ(m2). 
It is shown in [ 10, p. 1321 that there exists a linear injection T -+ X, from 
End(gF(a)) into the space of smooth functions such that 
(Te)(k,) = s, %@I : kz) 4k;‘) d&W 
for all e E fZF(0). In particular, 
tr( T) = jk tr(&(k : k-l)) d,(k). 
On the other hand [ 11, p. 1331, there is a linear bijection T-+ I//T from 
End(&F(o)) onto L(r F : CJ), $T being defined by 
t,bT(kl : m : k2) = tr{%$(k, : k,) a(m)>. 
The calculus of this correspondence is: 
(1) $74s=(v4~))~~s,; 
(2) tIcIT)* = $7-*; 
(3) tr($Al))=tr(T); 
(4) (I//Ty rl/d= (lMa))-tr(ST*). 
[Note: VTE End(&Ja)), 
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***ID = *ID*+ = d(a) L).] 
Eisenstein integrals enter in if we let 
fr(a : v : x) = tr( Trr,(o : v)(x)). 
Indeed [ll, p. 1343 
f,(a:v:?)=E(P:II/.:v:?). 
If, for short, 
E(T)=E(P:$.:v), 
then 
that is, 
which gives 
E(T: 1 : 1 : l)=tr(T). 
Introduce now the unnormalized intertwining operators 
A(P:P:v), A(P: P:v), 
A(P:P:v), A(P : P : v), 
defined in their domain of convergence by the customary integrals called 
J,,,(v), J,-,,(v), 
JF,P(v), J,,P(v), 
by Harish-Chandra [ 11, p. 1303. They can, upon restriction, be viewed as 
endomorphisms of &F(c). Let v E 9 be nonzero-then, as is well-known, 
XP(O : VI, 
np(cT : v) 
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are irreducible, and VIE Cp( G; F), 
A(P : P : v) Kp(b : v)(f) = ?rp(o : v)(f) A(P : P : v), 
A(P : P : v) 7cp(b :v)(f) = np((T : v)(f) A(P : P : v), 
A(P : P : v) 7cp(b :v)(f) = 7cp(o :v)(f) A(P : P : v), 
A(P : P : v) xp(cT :v)(f) = np(o : v)(f) A(P : P : v). 
Furthermore, for all such v, 
A(P:P:v)*=A(P:P:v), 
with 
qua endomorphisms of &F(P) [ll, p. 1411. 
The link between intertwining operators and c-functions is contained in 
the relation 
valid for v # 0 in 9 (cf. [ 11, p. 1401 or [ 16, p. 573). In other words, the 
diagram 
End(&YF(a)) ‘(P’a(P’P’v) b End(gF(o)) 
*? 
I I 
IG? 
L(z,: 0) - cPlP(l:v) L(T, : 0) 
commutes. Obviously, then, 
c&l : VI-’ II/T=C(wl Ic/TA(P:P:“)-b 
Cb,P(l : v) er= c(P) (I/Tx(P:P:“). 
Therefore 
Cb,P(l : VI CP,P(l : VI- L tiT= ~ra(P:p:“)~IA.(P:P:“). 
Always keeping to the assumption that v is a nonzero element of F:, one 
can prove that 
ocP,P(l : v), 
oCprp(W : v) 
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define automorphisms of the algebra L(r, : a)[1 1, p. 1933. Now, attached 
to w, there is an element w~End(E,(a)) with the property that 
WtiT=$WTW-l 
for all T [ll, p. 1931. On general grounds [ll, p. 1551, 
ocP,fu : VI Ii/r= Ic/,4(f:P:“)-T4(P:P:“) 
But (Sect. 5) 
Oqp(w : v) = w - Ocplp( 1: v). 
And again [ll, p. 1551, 
ocf,fu : v) $T=~,4(P:P:“)-%4(P:P:“) 5 
from which 
ocp,p(w :v) ljr= lj w A(P:P:V)-‘TA(P:P:V)W~ -1 
Other formulae of this type are detailed in Section 9 of [16]. 
11. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
The correspondence 
provides a convenient vehicle for getting at the notion of “Fourier trans- 
form.” In so doing, it should be kept in mind throughout that 
f(x)=f(l :x: 1). 
Given f E %‘(G; F), let 
where 
nP(g : v; n(x) = .n(XF) 4x) 41(F)(~ = nP((T : v)), 
xp(o : v; F)(x) = 7c(XF) n(x) x(x,)(x = np(o : v)). 
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Then, thanks to the slow growth of the Eisenstein integral, the integrals 
defining 
TAG : Vu-)~ 
na(o : VW-) 
exist (cf. [23, p. IlO]). As such, 
nP(fl: VW-) 
n&da :v)(f) 
E End(&Ja)). 
That being, let f(x) =f(x ~ ‘)--then, by the Fourier transform off at 
P 
-> P 
we understand the functions defined by the prescription 
3kJ : VI = d(o) 4k+:“)(f)Y 
3&J : v) = 40) IcIqo:“)(/). 
The connection between the two can be found in the relations [ 11, p. 1731, 
3&7 : v) = OCPIP( 1 : v)j&J : v), 
j&r : -v) = Ocp,& : v)3& : v). 
Thus it will be enough to consider fp((r : v) alone. 
Let ,f, g E %?(G; F)-then it is clear that 
3& : v) * gp(cJ : v) = (f& (a : v). 
Accordingly, the Fourier transform at P respects convolution. 
Put now 
f:(m) = i,, Jp%n) G’J=%,(+?) d,(n). 
Then fe is a function on K x M x K taking values in V, and the com- 
putations made in [ 11, p. 1371 allow one to infer that 
,&J : v) = d(o) - (0, * f;). 
Denote by O,,,, the character of ~~(0 : v). Agreeing to write 
(L @,,“I = sf(x) @w(x) 42(x), 
G 
ZXO 64 I-6 
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(f, @,“I = $) - tr(3Ag : VN 1)). 
Here, needless to say, the trace on the right is that of Section 10, i.e., 
tr(3.40 : v)( 1)) = JK3A a:v)(k: 1 :k--‘)d,(k). 
Assigning to the symbols 
K @,“L (C, 0,) 
the obvious meanings, one has [ 11, p. 1621, 
(5 @,,“I = P,,K, 0,). 
So, by the above, 
K @,.“I = p,, [ -&jr,(~ : v)(l)]. 
To complete the picture, let c?, be the discrete series for G. Per w E ed, 
0, will be the character, d(o) the formal degree. In this notation, the 
Fourier transform off at G is the function defined by the prescription 
3&o) = d(o) * (0, * f). 
Evidently, 
PJ3&)(1))=3G(4(~) 
and therefore 
CL @co) = d(o) L*W3G(~)(l)), 
K o-)=-&j3&)(1). 
It is easy to check that the Fourier transform at G respects convolution. 
The Fourier transform 7 off is then the pair (fG, fp). 
[Note: As Arthur has shown, one can extend the definition of Fourier 
transform to all of V(G) (cf. infra). In addition, it is possible to construct a 
Schwartz space g(G) on the unitary dual G of G. This done, Arthur’s fun- 
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damental theorem asserts that Fourier transformation f+f establishes a 
topological bijection U(G) + 59(G) (see [ 21). ] 
There is a canonical splitting of V(G, rF) into subspaces 
WAG, 7.F) and WAG TF) 
indexed by the two Cartan subgroups T and A of G. Of course, %‘,(G, zI;) is 
simply the subspace of ‘%(G, zF) comprised of the cusp forms, while 
gA(G, TV-) is its orthogonal complement. Given f E %?(G, z,), the projections 
Of( = f,) off onto ‘g(G, zF)( =%$.(G, rF)) 
and 
f/4 off onto gA(G, zF) 
are defined in the customary fashion [ 11, p. 1741. We recall only that 
Of=Z -f (0 E G<, <I) 1 
f,=Z -f acEM 0) 
where 
and 
f, = d(o) 1 Ii*1 .-.-. 
y(P)c(q2 2 27c s 
,u((T : v)(O,,, * f) dv, 
.F 
both sums being finite. 
[Note: The appearance of IA* l/27c can be explained on the following 
grounds. The usual definition of f, presupposes that F has been equipped 
with the Haar measure dual to the Haar measure on A, agreed to in Sec- 
tion 2. But, near the end of Section 8, we comitted ourselves to the nor- 
malized Lebesgue measure on 9 (realized as the line). The difference 
between the two is accounted for by I A* l/271. Incidentally, the 4 is the 
inverse of the order of W(A.).] 
The discrete series terms are of no immediate concern to us. As for the 
f,, only the 0 figuring in the decomposition 
make a contribution. It is then a straightforward matter to explicate the 
convolution 0, y * f. In fact, 
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and [ 11, p. 1721, 
@V,,, * f=d(cT) -!I-* E(P :&CT : v) : v : ?). 
Moreover, the assignment 
defines a continuous mapping 
V(G; F) -+ %‘(F)@ L(z, : a). 
The discussion thus far has made essential use of K-finiteness. For 
obvious reasons, it is desirable to do away with this restriction. Ultimately, 
it is a question of building into the standard estimates certain uniformities 
with the objective of capturing the growth of all the parameters at infinity. 
While not difficult, some attention to detail is required. Therefore, with an 
eye toward later developments (Sect. 13), we had best say a word or two 
along these lines. 
Suppose that rc is an irreducible unitary representation of G on a Hilbert 
space C?(X) which, additionally, is tempered. Let H(z) be the Hilbert space 
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on &(x)-then G x G can be represented on 
H(X) in the natural manner. Let H”(n) be the corresponding space of dif- 
ferentiable vectors, equipped with its usual topology-then the elements of 
H”(n) are necessarily of the trace class (but, of course, not conversely). 
Let f E %( G)-then, formally, the operator 
n(f) = j f(x) 4x) d,(x) 
G 
need not make sense (since V(G) ti L’(G)). Nevertheless: 
LEMMA 11.1. Let f E g(G)-then z(f) exists as a bounded linear trans- 
formation on 8(z). In fact, n(f )EHm(n) and the assignment 
f-+x(f) 
defines a continuous mapping 
V(G) -+ H”(n). 
While “well-known,” this result does not seem to be explicitly in the 
published literature, so we shall indicate an argument. 
If n is square integrable, then the assertion is an immediate consequence 
of the uniform estimates on the discrete spectrum due to Trombi and 
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Varadarajan (see the latters SLN notes). If rr is not square integrable, then, 
being tempered, it can be realized as a subrepresentation of something in 
the principal series. Accordingly, it will be enough to make the verification 
for rc= 7rp(~ : v). 
To this end, choose an orthonormal basis { ei : i E Z} for b(a) by selecting 
an orthonormal basis (ei : ie Z(6)) for each &$((r)(6 E@-then, Vi,, i,, the 
integral 
s f(xN~A~ : v)(x)(ei,, ei,) do G 
is convergent, call it 
(XP(~ : V)(f) ei,, ei,). 
SUBLEMMA. For all n 2 0, 3 a continuous eminorm II? II n on W(G) such 
that VIE’% and Vi, EZ(~,), V~,EZ(C?,), 
I (ZAG : v)(f) ei, y ei,)l 
is bounded by II f Iln times 
(l+ I al)-” (1 + IVl))” (1 + lS,l))” (l+ IS,/))“. 
[This estimate is due to Arthur [2]. The proof is contained in his 
unpublished notes on the Schwartz space.] 
Consider now the series 
C I (~~P(CJ : v)(f) ei,, e,,)l 
iId2 
It is majorized by 
C(a:~:n)llfll~ c ~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~,,~~~~~~+l~~l~~”~~+l~~l~~” 
61.62 t R 
or still 
which, by Weyl’s dimension formula, is finite provided n $ 0. 
Let E(il : i2) be the operator on &(a) sending e, to ei, but killing 
everything else-then, altogether, the E( i , : i2) form an orthojl&mal basis 
for H(a). Put 
T(f) = 1 (XP(~ :v)(f) ei,, e,,) E(i, : i2). 
11.12 
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Then, from what has been said above, it is clear that T(f) E H(a). Hence 
Actually, the estimates give more in that rcP(e : v)(f) is of the trace class 
and even in H”(a) (cf. [27, p. 3393). The continuity contention is trivial. 
[Note: The full force of the sublemma was not needed in the preceding 
proof. We shall illustrate how the uniformities in CJ and v (as well as 6) can 
be used in Sect. 13.1 
To extend the results outlined in Section 10, one starts by remarking that 
the smooth functions 
X:KxK-+End(V,, V,) 
can be identified with the elements T of H”(a). On the other hand, there is 
a bijection T-, tiT from H”(a) onto L(r). Armed with these two facts, the 
earlier theory can then be pushed through with just a few minor changes 
here and there. 
Finally, the notion of the Fourier transform f of any f E%‘(G) is 
meaningful and has the expected properties [2]. 
12. INTERPRETATION OF THE CALCULATIONS 
Let f E %‘(G; F)-then our problem is to express 
TfA(a, : t) (t>O) 
in terms off= (TG,, fP), th ence in terms of representation-theoretic data. 
For this purpose, pass to f. It is clear that 
T;‘(a, : t)( 1 : 1) = Tf(a, : t). 
So, there is no loss of generality in dealing instead with T;‘(a, : t), the point 
being that f E %‘(G, z,), thus is z+pherical. 
Write f = Of + f, (cf. Sect. 11 )-then 
T;‘(u, : t) = T;@, : t) + T;(u, : t), 
implying that our problem divides naturally into two subproblems: 
{ 
computation on discrete series matrix coefficients 
computation on principal series wave packets. 
The first of these was solved by Arthur [ 1, 31. Here are his results. 
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By definition, 
Of= 1 f,, 
wted 
where 
f,, = d(w) - (0, * f) =~&). 
A priori, there is a Fourier expansion 
q”(a, : t) = c m,,, : XI :t) XAQ,) %,E a^/ 
and what happens, then, is this. Write, after Harish-Chandra, 
F(O) = f 1 and w # 1 * wxw # xw, xcI) being regular (cf. [28, p. 3913). Using 
the differential equations, it turns out that 
F(f,: x1: t)=O 
unless 
Due to the explicit formula for 0, on A’, what is left, i.e., 
is seen to be precisely 
This is how Arthur proved 
THEOREM 12.1. Let f E V(G, r,)-then Vt > 0, 
T&(a, : t) = - 2 A,(a, : t) @,(a, : t). (f, 0,). 
<” t Cd 
THEOREM 12.2. Let .f~ %7( G; F)-then Vt > 0, 
T$(u, : t) = - C d,(a, : t) @,(a, : t). (f, O,,). 
(0 E e,, 
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[Note: To avoid any confusion, we observe that d, 0, does in fact 
extend to the R-regular points of A as an analytic function (cf. [28, 
P. 141lJ.l 
By way of comparison, it is not without interest to recall: 
(1) F&=0, 
(2) F~=L,.&4/(f, Q,). 
It remains to treat 
f,= 1 f,, 
LTEA 
where 
f = d(O) .L.N. 
O y(P)c(P)* * 271 s 
p(a : v)(Q,, * f) dv. 
F 
A priori, there is a Fourier expansion 
rgp, : t) = 1 F(f, : XI : t) X,(U,). 
X/Ea^! 
From Section 11, 
Q&V * f=d(o) ~~E(P:3p(cT:v):v:?). 
Because 
the integral 
3p(o : ?)E%qF)@L(zF: a), 
s p(rs : v)(Q,, * f) dv F 
may be regarded as a wave packet on G. For the sake of brevity, let us call 
ri(a, : t) the result of applying our distribution to it multiplied by d(a). 
Specializing Proposition 9.10 then gives 
PROPOSITION 12.3. For all t > 0, 
T,A(a, : t) = C(P : a) * c 
XlEa^I 
~,(a,) * s, P,,[3p(a : v)(l)] Q(a : x1 : t : v) dv 
+ 1 &(a,) * &a : x, : t). 
X,E C’(U) 
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[Note: In this connection, recall that 
C(P:o)=4 * Y(P) c(P)’ 
d(0) .’ 
Before going on, we shall have to dispose of a small technicality. 
LEMMA 12.4. Fix o-then the series 
is absolutely convergent. Its sum 
&?(a : a, : t : v) 
is a slowly increasing function of CJ and v. 
[The absolute convergence of the series is a consequence of the construc- 
tion of 52 by means of H and it is there that the uniformities are implicit.] 
With this amelioration, Proposition 12.3 can be reinforced to: 
PROPOSITION 12.5. For all t > 0, 
T,A(a,: t)=C(P: CJ).~, P,Jf,,(o: v)(l)] Q(o:a,: t: v)dv 
+ c X,(U,) - & : XI :t). X,E @(a) 
Thought of vis-a-vis Tp,, Proposition 12.5 already supplies the Fourier 
transform of rt(a, : t). Naturally, what was said about k near the end of 
Section 9 must be transcribed to the present situation but that is a mere 
formality. In fact, 
c XAQ,) * WJ : XI : t) 
XIE O(u) 
is equal to P,, applied to 
Y(P) c(P)’ 
&’ d(a) 
times the sum of 
dda,) @,(a,) 
J-I”‘(c’p,,( 1 : v) cplp( 1 : v) ~ ’ (Ocplp( 1: v)&a : v))( 1) dv 
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and 
Ada,) @,(a,) 
x (W JF e -J=‘(c&(1: -v)cq,(l: -v)-‘(“cp,P(W:v)Q7:v))(1)dv 
less 
times 
Y(P) c(P)’ 
d(a) 
271. dhf(a,) @,(a,) 
x (Res(cb,,( 1 : ?) cplP( 1 : ?) -‘)I0 (wTP(o : O)))( 1). 
By way of simplification, one can insert (Sect. 11) 
f&s : v) = ocp,p( 1 : v)“&(a : v), 
.&(fJ : -v) = ocp(p(w : v)~p(rJ : v). 
Also (Sect. 8), 
Finally, the measure 
wfp(, : 0) =fp(rJ : 0). 
is Harish-Chandra’s dual measure. Henceforward, we might just as well 
denote it too by dv, thereby eliminating the 1 ,I* l/271 prefacing the integrals 
over 9. 
TotaIling everything up, a “2” is found to be left over. Absorbing it into 
the definition of Q, we get 
THEOREM 12.6. Let f E %?(G, t,)-then ‘dt > 0, 
-j&~ : v)(l) 1 Q(a : a,: t : v) dv 
x (W JF e J-‘“‘P,,[(c~,,( 1 : v) cplp( 1 : v) -. ‘&CT : v))( 1 )] dv 
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minus 
We have now to recast this theorem in the language of harmonic analysis 
on G. It was mentioned in the preceding section that 
Accordingly, 
becomes 
Next, by definition, 
.&(a : v) = d(a) ~np,nm~ 
Furthermore (Sect. lo), 
Making use of the general rule 
we then find that 
x (PV) j” e-=‘P,,[(c&( 1 : v) cplP( 1 : v) ‘.i’& : v))(l)] dv 5 
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takes the form 
x PV) J e ~YrE(7tp(~ : v)(f) A(P : P : v) -’ A’(P : P : v) : 1) dv. 
Lastly, 
x P,,[(Res(cb,,(l : ?) cP,Jl : ?)P’)loTP(a : O))(l)] 
can be written as 
c 
IA*1 
otni 
2 * d M(Ql) @,(a,) 
x E(n,-(cr : O)(f) Res(A(P : P : ?) ~ ’ A’(P : P : ?))I0 : l), 
To summarize: 
THEOREM 12.7. Let f E q(G, z,)-then Vt > 0, 
T$(a, : t) = c i (f, O,,,) Q(a : a, : t : v) dv 
~ t gj .s 
ph 
2fiJG 
- - d da,) @,(a,) 
x (PV) JF e~-JYfE(7rC(o : v)(f) A(P : P 
minus 
c Ii*1 - * A Aa,) @,(a,) 
oeA2 2 
: v)-’ A’(P : p :v): 1)dv 
x E(np(o : O)(f) Res(A(P : P : ?) ’ A’(P : P : ?))I0 : 1). 
To complete our evaluation, we have to pass from 
qa, : t) back to 7’fAq(a, : t) 
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and this, of course, is accomplished by looking at 
r;(u, : t)(l : 1). 
Obviously, 
v, @,,,,I(1 : l)= (.L @,,,.). 
Moreover (Sect. lo), 
E(7cp(a:v)(f)A(P:B:v)-‘A’(P:P:v): 1 : 1 : 1) 
= tr(7rp(o : v)(f) A(P : P : v) ’ A’(P : P : v)) 
or still 
tr(A(P : P : v) ~ ’ 7cP(~ : v)(f) A’(P : P : v)) 
or still 
tr(A’(P : P : v) A(P : P : v) ~ ’ TC~(CJ : v)(f)). 
And likewise, 
E(TC~(CJ : O)(f) Res(A(P: P: ?) ~’ A’(P : P: ?))I0 : 1 : 1 : 1) 
= tr(rcp(o : O)(f) Res(A(P : P: ?))I A’(P : P: ?))lO) 
or still 
or still 
tr(Res(n,-(o : ?)(,f) A(P : P : ?))I A’(P: P: ?))I,) 
or still 
Res(tr(xp(o : ?)(,f) A(P: P: ?))I A’(P: P: ?)))I,, 
or still 
Res(tr(A’(P : P : ?) A(P : P : ?) ~ ’ TCJ(T : ?)(.f)))lo 
tr(Res(A’(P : P : ?) A(P : P : ?) ‘)I0 TCJCJ : O)(f)). 
All told: 
THEOREM 12.8. Let f E %(G; F)-then Vt > 0, 
Ti(a, : t) = 1 J‘ (A O,.,,) Q(a : a, : t : v) dv 
0En-i F 
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:P :v)A(P : P : v) ~’ TC~(CJ : v)(f)) dv 
minus 
x tr(Res(A’(P : P : ?) A(P : P : ?))‘)I0 rcP(~ : O)(f)). 
At this point, it will be necessary to look more closely at the intertwining 
operators A(P : P : v). Our notation for them is incomplete since all the 
way through the parameter G has been suppressed. To keep things straight, 
from now on we shall write 
A(P : P: 0 : v). 
As endomorphisms of &,JG), 
There are numerous ways to “normalize” 
A(P: P: CJ : v) 
so as to make it unitary (for real nonzero v) but perhaps the easiest is to 
simply factor ~(0 : v). In essence, this is the procedure adopted by Arthur 
c51. 
Let us begin by reviewing Harish-Chandra’s [ 11, Sect. 361 formula for 
,U(U : v)(which is slightly different from that given in [20] or [28] because 
of how the Haar measures have been normalized). There are three 
ingredients: 
(1) The prefacing constant, viz. 
A little juggling (cf. [S, Sect. 23) converts this into 
4 1 A* 12. ?(p)2. (2z) -dim(N)- 1. 
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(2) The contribution from the complex roots, viz. 
rI, lb!3 x0 + y/T alI. 
Divide the complex roots into pairs (CC, a)-then 
(log x0 + &L, a) = -(log x, + fiv, c() 
and the product becomes 
C-1) #(pc)‘2 - n (log XC + ,/--lV, a)(log X0 + J-l& 4. 
r 
(3) The contribution from the real root, viz. 
ifsgno= +l, 
ifsgna= -1. 
Here, 
wo= -3-1)‘“’ {x~(Y)+x~(Y-‘)), 
y the element of order two from Section 2. 
The r-function identities 
/ r(fly)l’ = rr/y sinh(rcy) 
I r(+ + fly,,* = rr/cosh(~y) 
( y real) 
provide the basis for factoring ~(a : v). We distinguish two cases: 
(sgn 0 = +l) Put 
r(P:P:o:v)-’ 
=2 /A*1 Y(p).$&( log*n+JFv,Z) *r ) (Y+ yo). 
(sgn fr= -1) Put 
r(P:P:a:v)-' 
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In both cases, therefore, 
1 
-=r(P:P:o:v)r(P:P:o:v). 
P(fJ : VI 
That being so, let 
R(P:P:a:v)=r(P:P:o:v)-lA(P:P:cr:v). 
Then 
R(P:hxv)R(P:i%:v)*=ID 
on ~?~(a), hence is unitary. From this, it follows that 
Res(A’(P:P:o:?)A(P:P:a:?)~m’I,) 
= Res(r’(P : P: CJ : ?) r(P: B: CT : ?)-I lo)*ID. 
[Note: One can reverse the roles of P and P and define the normalized 
counterpart to A(P: P). It, however, will not be needed in the sequel.] 
It is easy to explicate 
Thus consider a typical factor 
(1% x0 + J=v, a) 
arising from the complex roots. Since (log x,,, LX) is real, there is a problem 
at the origin if (log x0, ~1) = 0. Let Z(a) be the number of a for which this 
eventuality is obtained-then the contribution from the complex roots to 
the residue is exactly -Z(a). Turning to the contribution from the real 
root, we shall adhere to tradition and let 
If sgn o= +l, then 
log-der [Z-(e)/r(e+l)j 
=q@p(qv+‘)] 
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and the residue at the origin is- 1, but if sgn G = -1, then 
log-der [r(q+‘)/&$.r(q)] 
= -;+q$(cy+l)-I/l(q)] 
and the residue at the origin is 0. Prompted by these observations, let 
Y(a)= :, 
i 
ifsgna= +l 
ifsgno= -1. 
In recapitulation, 
Res(r’(P : P : cr : ?) r(P : P : 0 : ?) ~ ’ lo) = -Y(a) - Z(o). 
[Note: At the origin, ~(a : v) is either positive or has a zero of order two. 
If sgna- +l, then 
1 1,r(q2 
gives a zero of order two. Thus in this case, Z(a) = 0. On the other hand, if 
sgn 0 = -1, then 
does not vanish at the origin. Thus in this case, Z(a) =0 or Z(o) = 1. Of 
course, all this is tied up with the irreducibility of rcp(cr : 0). Indeed [ 15, 
p. 5421, rrp(e : 0) is reducible iff ~(a : 0) > 0.1 
The preceding theorem thereby admits a restatement. 
THEOREM 12.9. Let f E %(G; F)-then Vt > 0, 
TjJa, : t) = c j” (f, O,.,) Q(a : a, : t : v) dv 
ntni .F 
*“‘tr(A’(P : P : g : v) A(P : P : 0 : v))’ x,,(u : v)(f)) dv 
96 
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[Note: We have replaced I1* I by l/d (cf. Sect. 2).] 
It hardly need be pointed out that there is a striking similarity between 
part of the above expression and its analogue on the “other side” of the 
Selberg trace formula (see, e.g., [ 181). This, of course, is but a concrete 
illustration of Arthur’s general philosophy on how the terms in the Selberg 
trace formula should match up. 
13. ELIMINATION OF K-FINITENESS 
The results developed in the preceding section hinged on the assumption 
that ourfEg(G) was K-finite. Here, we shall discard this assumption and 
show that everything holds true for arbitrary f~ ‘8’(G). In fact 
THEOREM 13.1. Let fEW(G)--then Vt>O, 
TfA(U, : t) = - C d,(a, : t) @,(a, : t) * (f, 0,) 
wteJ 
+ c s (h O,,,) Q(a : a, : t : v) dv 
oeG .P 
x (W JF e mu1 tr(A’(P : P : o : v) A(P : P : o : v)--l 7cP(g : v)(r)) dv 
Tacitly, all the integrals and series are convergent and define tempered 
distributions. This said, we shall now work our way through the various 
terms above. 
Looking first at the contribution from the discrete series, we have 
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It is well-known (and completely obvious in the rank one case) that there 
exists an absolute constant C such that Vo, 
1 d,(a, : t) @,(a, : t)l < c. 
So, we are reduced to studying 
the finiteness (and temperedness) of which is ensured by Harish-Chandra 
[9, p. 1641. 
Passing on to the contributions from the principal series, consider 
1 j, I(L @,,,)I * INo : a/ : t : VII dv. 
c7En-i 
It has been pointed out earlier that s2(0 : a, : t : v) is of slow growth in o 
and v (Lemma 12.4). Accordingly, the issue is the finiteness (and tempered- 
ness) of 
By definition, 
(A @,,,.I = j” J‘(x) @&kW) 
G 
or still 
The integral on the right is simply 
tr(nAa :v)(f)) 
and this is, in the notation of Section 11, 
C (np(g : v)(f) e,, e,). 
Thanks to the sublemma appearing there, 
C I(np(o :v)(f) ei, e,)l 
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is bounded by (I f IIn times 
6~~(1+16)~n(l+~Vl)~“d(b)2(1+161)~~. 
If n $0, then 
s (I + IvI)P-“dv< +cc .F 
and 
,F& (I+ lwn~6~~4~)Z (I+ l60-“< +a. 
To discuss 
.~~&~ 
d,(a,) @,(a,) 
x uv lh e J%r(A’(P : P : rs : v) A(P : B : fJ : v) ~ l 7cp(G : v)(f)) dv, 
it will be easiest to proceed slightly indirectly and discuss separately 
d M(Ql) @,(a,) 
X 
s 
en” tr(R’(P 
.9 
and 
: v) R(P : P : 0 : v) ~ ’ 7Lp(c : v)(f)) dv, 
r r 
x WI J eJ ~ ‘“‘r’(P : P : CJ : v) r(P : P : CT : v) ’ (f, O,,,) dv. 
.F 
We can then apply a result of Arthur [S]. Thus, let 7 be the trace 
norm-then, in an abbreviated notation, 
Itr(R’(P:P)R(P:P)p’7cp)l 
d T(R’(P : P) R(P : 7) ’ nP) 
=T(R’(P:P)TC~R(P:P)-‘) 
< z(R’(P : P) np), 
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R(P : P) being unitary (Sect. 12). Since there is an absolute constant 
majorizing the A,(a,) @,(a,), we have only to establish the finiteness (and 
temperedness) of 
But 
,so s, $R’(P : p : c~ : v) ~P(O : v,(f), dv. 
z(R’(P : p : CT : v) TC~((T : v)(f)) 
is less than or equal to 
itself less than or equal to the product of 
and 
x I(R’(P: P: o : v) zp(o : v)(f) ei,, ei,)l 
,pw(1+lvl) “(l+ls,l) ,l(l+lur’~. 
To finish the argument, it s&ices to show that an estimate of the kind 
appearing in the sublemma of Section 11 also obtains for 
R’( P : p : CJ : v) np(rs : v). 
That this is indeed the case is a theorem due to Arthur [S, Sect. 31. We 
remark that ultimately everything comes down to utilizing uniformities for 
the c-functions in the K-types (as well as cr and v), which are also due to 
Arthur and demonstrated by him in his unpublished notes on the Schwartz 
space. 
It remains to analyze the 
tpv) JF e J-I”r’(P : P : c : v) r(P : P : CT : v) ~ ’ (f, O,,,) dv. 
Ignoring signs and constants, a typical term in the logarithmic derivative 
associated with a complex root CC has the form 
J-m*( H,) 
(log x,, a) + flvlu*(H,)’ 
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If (log x~, CI) # 0, then no PV is needed and the integral is absolutely con- 
vergent. If (log x0, tl) = 0, then 
U’v)jF$%Q,,)d~ 
= 2&-i s,I q (f, Q,,) dv, 
which is again absolutely convergent. Because the log x0 lie in a lattice, it is 
clear that after summing over 0, what is left vis-a-vis each CI is finite (and 
tempered). How about the r-functions? There are two possibilities: 
(PV) 1 &= J-1 
.cF i[*(~)-*(~+l)](f,Q,,)dv 
and 
Due to the slow growth of $ at infinity, our only concern is with the 
behavior of the integrals at zero. The second of these is actually absolutely 
convergent so we need only consider the first and only part of it at that, 
namely 
or still 
jowcosv,[,(~)+$(-+)]Wm,.)dv 
and 
In view of the identity 
*(q-$(-q= --+.,,,(qJ), 
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the integral jr sin vt . . . is absolutely convergent. On the other hand, from 
the series for II/, 
)(e)+i(e)= -2y+O(v’) (y=Eulerconstant) 
and this implies that the integral jr cos vt . . . is absolutely convergent. And 
once more, the result of summing over CJ is finite (and tempered). 
Finally, 
,Ffi I dda,) @,(a,)1 - IY(a) + Z(a)1 *I(f, @,,)I 
is no more than an absolute constant times 
which, following the by now well worn trail, is seen to be finite (and tem- 
pered). 
The theorem is therefore completely proved. 
14. ISOLATION OF CENTRALITY 
In [4] and [S], Arthur attaches to TfA(a, : t) a central distribution 
Cen - T;‘(a, : t). 
This is done inductively on the dimension of G and is a completely general 
procedure. Our setting is very special but even so it is instructive to clarify 
the situation. 
Let us look back at Theorem 13.1. Inspecting the various terms appear- 
ing there, we see that they all are central except, perhaps, for the one 
involving 
(PV) [, e J-l”tr(A’(P : P : 0 : v) A(P : P : (T : v) ~ ’ 7rP(c7 : v)(f)) dv. 
Surprisingly, hidden within this there is still some centrality. 
Write 
(PV)JFe nvf tr(A’(P : P : c : v) A(P : P : r~ :v))’ ~J(T : v)(f)) dv 
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as 
WV) I epvr tr(A’(P : P : CT :v) A(P : P : CJ : v))’ ~~(0 : v)(f)) dv .F 
plus 
$(PV)JFe-a,,tr(A’(P:P: CT: -v)A(P:P:o: -v)-lnp(cr: -v)(fd))dv 
or still, as 
(PV) j-F cos vt tr,(A’(P : P 
plus 
&i(PV) J sin vt tr,(A’(P 
.F 
where, by definition, 
tr,(A’(P : P : 0 : v 
is the 
tr,(A’(P :P:a:v)A(P:P:o:v)-‘7cp(c7 
even, 
odd 
piece of 
(T : v) A(P : P : CJ : v) - ’ np(o : v)(f)) dv 
P: CJ : v) A(P: P: CT : v)-’ nnp(o : v)(f)) dv, 
: v)(f)) 
tr(A’(P : P : fl : v) A(P : P : G : v) -I 7rp(0 : v)(r)). 
Of these, it is the odd combination which can be manipulated further and 
contains the centrality. 
Associated with W, there is an endomorphism L(W) (cf. [ 16, p. 16)) such 
that V’E W(G), 
7rp((T : -v)(f) L(w) A(P : P : 0 : v) 
= L(w) A(P : P : CT : v) 7rp(c7 : v)(f). 
Moreover (cf. [ 16, p. 43]), 
L(w)A(P:P:a:v)=A(P:P:o: -v)L(w), 
L(w)A(P:P:rJ:v)=A(P:P:cr: -v)L(w). 
Strictly speaking, L(w) depends on the choice for w but this is inessential. 
Thus 
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tr(A’(P:P:a: -v)A(P:P:a: -v)-‘7cp(~: -v)(f)) 
= tr(A’(P: P: D : -v)(L(w)-’ A(P: P : 0 : v) L(w))-’ 7cp(~ : -v)(f)) 
=tr(A’(P:P: 0: -v)L(w)-’ (A(P: P:a :v)-’ L(w)n,(a: -v)(f))) 
=tr(A’(P:P:a: -v)L(w))‘(7c,(a:v)(~)A(P: P:a:v)-‘L(w))) 
= -tr((L(w)~‘A’(P:P:rr:v)L(w))L(w))’(n,(a:v)(f) 
xA(P:P:a:v)p’L(w))) 
= -tr(A’(P : P : fs : v) ~T~(CJ : v)(f) A(P : P : u : v)-‘) 
= -tr(A(P : P : 0 : v) -’ A’(P : P : 0 : v) 7rp(o : v)(f)). 
And so 
(pv) js sin vt tr,(A’(P : is : 0 : v) A(P : P : CT : v) -’ np(c : v)(f)) dv 
= $( PV) 
I 
sinvttr{(A’(P:P:a:v)A(P:P:a:v))’ 
.F 
+ A(P : P : CJ : v) - ’ A’(P : P : 0 : v)) TC~(CJ : v)(f)} dv. 
But 
=4’(P:P:a:V)A(P:P:cJ:v)y 
+A(P:P:a:v)p’A’(P:P:o:v) 
p’(u : v) 
= -m. 
This means that A’A - ’ + A ‘A’ collapses to a scalar and therefore we end 
up with 
-k (PV) i, (f, O,,,) sin vt 3 dv, 
which is in fact central. Of course, the principal value is not really needed 
here (nor is it necessary for the integral giving the cosine transform of the 
even combination). 
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We shall terminate with the following statement: 
THEOREM 14.1. Let f E ‘+?(Gtthen Vt > 0, 
Tj’(a, : t) = - 1 A,(u, : t) @,(a, : t) * (f, 0,) 
osed 
+ 1 j- (f, O,,,)Q(a:a,: t :v)dv 
oeh2 A@ 
x s cos vt tr,(A’(P : P : (T : v) A(P : P : 0 : v) ~’ ~~(0 : v)(f)) dv .F 
15. PASSAGE TO THE LIMIT 
The noninvariant integral T$(u, : t) is defined on the R-regular points 
(a, : t). However, it behaves badly at t = 0. Still, based upon considerations 
arising from the Selberg trace formula, there is a natural way to define an 
integral IfA( again noninvariant in general. So the question is: Can one 
relate T+(u, : t), as t approaches zero, to Z$(u,)? It turns out that for a large 
class of a,, the answer is “yes”; cf. infra. Undoubtedly an affirmative 
response is possible with no restriction but this remains to be shown. In [ 1, 
Sect. 43, Arthur seemingly treats the problem in all generality. This is 
somewhat misleading. While there is nothing truly wrong with what he 
does, in the singular cases all that he proves is that 0 =O. For example, 
take a, = l-then we would like to calculate the Fourier transform of Zf( 1). 
Arthur considers instead T,A( 1) = A:( 1) * Z;“( 1) and relates T;‘( 1) to Tt( 1 : t) 
in the limit. But whenever P, is not empty, A:( 1) = 0 and T;L( 1 : t) = 0, thus 
nothing is really said about ZT( 1). While this gap is probably not too hard 
to fill in, we have not tried to do so, primarily because a considerably more 
serious difficulty does remain in that we have been unable to completely 
determine the limit even under the most favorable circumstances. 
Nevertheless, it seems worthwhile to take a little time and indicate exactly 
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where the hangup occurs (see [29] for a very different approach to the K- 
biinvariant case). 
Fix an a, E A ,-then by 
n(a,), Na,), 
fi(a,), RaI), 
we understand the centralizer of a, in 
n, N 9*1, 
% x gf2, 
respectively. Due to our assumptions (Sect. 2) n(a,)(and hence n(a,)) is 
never zero. Introduce a weighting factor u,, on 
Na,) 
Na,) 
as follows: 
(ch(~,) Z 0). Let 
u,,(exp Wa,) *exp Y(a,)) = log I Wa,)l, 
u,,(exp J3a,) - exp Y(a,)) = log I Jf(a,) I. 
(ch(a,) = 0). Let 
u,,(exp Y(a,)) = log I Y(a,)12 
h&v Y(a,)) = log I Va,)l . 
[Note: The norms are those associated with the Killing form.] 
With this preparation, the singular noninvariant integral Zf(a,) of 
f E C,?(G) at a, is the expression 
s s ~,No Gf,(iia,4al)fi-') o,,(n(a,))d~(n(a,))d~,~(n), 
the invariant measures being the obvious ones. The integral converges 
absolutely and defines a distribution on G. 
[Note: To be in conformity with Arthur [ 11, we have taken the integrals 
over m so as to maintain the exact connection between Zf (a,) and 7”(a, : t) 
(Lemma 15.2 below). One could, of course, work equally well with the 
analogous integrals over N.] 
Our first task will be to prove that the integral is actually absolutely con- 
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vergent for any ftz%‘(G). When doing this, it will become clear that the 
resulting map f + Z$(a,) is a tempered distribution. 
As an endomorphism of n, 
1 - Ad(a,) 
is semisimple. That being the case, let no, be its range-then n splits up into 
the direct sum of n,, and ma,). With 
N,, = exp(n,,h 
we have 
from which 
WNa,)-N,,. 
By projection, v,, can be thought of as defined on all of N. Now it is well- 
known that 
4, h,, n(a,)) + %,Q,4U,) au; Ia,- ’ 
is an analytic diffeomorphism of N onto itself and we claim 
LEMMA 15.1. V,,($(%,, n(a,))) = V&a,, da,)). 
Proof Employing a suggestion of Osborne, start from the left hand side 
and write 
and 
n,,a,nU; ‘a,- l EN,, 
a,n,,n(u,) n,‘n(u,)--’ a,-’ eCen(N), 
U - ’ * n(u,)). I 
we are left with 
or still 
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uo,(4J,’ da,)), 
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as desired. 1 
Again let f~ C,“(G)-then 
can be written as 
s I N,,, NiU,ifK(&> da,)) u,) u,,($&n,,, n(",))) dN,,(na,) dN,,,,tn(u,)) 
or still, upon changing variables, as 
N 
with the convention that a determinant is unity on a zero dimensional vec- 
tor space. The existence of Z,A(a,) for any,fE%?(G), as well as the tempered- 
ness of the assignment f- IfA( is therefore clear (cf. Sect. 7). 
Henceforward, we shall assume that a, is semiregular of noncompact 
type, i.e., 
5,(a,) f 1, Va E P, u P,.. 
The set of such is an open, dense subset of A, of full measure, characterized 
by the condition that 
d,*(a,) = n (Ma,) - r --?/Au,)) 
UEP,"P( 
does not vanish. 
This said, for f~ V(G) and t # 0, put 
Sf(a, : t) = T;‘(u, : t) + log( 1 - e z’) * F;4(u, : t). 
LEMMA 15.2. Let f E V(G)-then 
ZY(u,) = l/d;(u,) * [log&). F;‘(u, : 0) + h; Sf(u, : t)]. 
[This result is due to Arthur [ 1, p. 5681. He restricts himself to 
,f~ C,?(G), but the improved assertion is a ready consequence of the proof 
and the preceding remarks. Incidentally, this formula is essentially the 
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“Flicker trick” at the infinite place. It is an easy matter to concoct a 
suitable modification of 7”(a, : t) in general but just how the limits should 
go is not so clear.] 
The strategy for computing IfA is thus apparent: Take the limits 
judiciously as t JO in Theorem 14.1. Some of the terms can be dealt with 
immediately. 
To begin with, Vo E G,, 
d,(a, : 0) @,(a, : 0) 
admits a simple, formal interpretation. As such, 
exists and equals 
c d,(a, : 0) @,,(a, : 0)-(f, @,,J, WE&/ 
a tempered distribution on G. 
Next, by dominated convergence, 
lim 1 
(10 . ..)i 
- - d,(a,) @,(a,) 
X 
s 
cos vt tr,(A’(P : P : cr : v) A(P : P : c : v) ’ 71,(6 : v)(f)) dv 
5 
exists and equals 
X 
s 
tr,(A’(P:P:a:v)A(P:P:cr:v) ‘7cP(0:v)(j‘))dv, 
3 
a tempered distribution on G. Again, by dominated convergence: 
exists and vanishes identically. 
Since the “discrete” term 
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does not involve t, it stays as is, so we have only to look at 
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‘1’~ 1 1 (f, O,,,)Q(a :a,: t: v)dv, 
OEA2 9 
the explicit determination of which being where all the problems lie. We 
shall close with a few simple remarks in this direction. 
Bearing in mind that 
F;‘(a, : t) = c d,(a,) @,(a,) * j (A O,,,,) cos vt dv, 
riGA .F 
fix (T and consider 
i‘ (f, O,,)[dM(a,) O,(a,)*log(l -C*‘)COS vt+SZ(o : a,: t: v)] dv. 4F 
Denoting by 
Y(a : a, : t : v) 
the term in square brackets, it can easily be verified that 
(V2+dP2*Df) Y(o:a,: t: v) 
=(I+;) r(d:u,:t:v) 
+-$-d,(a,) @,(a,) 
L 4v sin vt x c n,(5,,2(u,:t)-5~.i*(a,:t))~*-~ IEP,UP( e I 
Thanks to the assumption on a,, at t = 0, the perturbation makes sense. 
Even so, we can certainly not conclude a priori from this that 
lg Y(0 : a,: t : v) 
exists, although it would be our expectation. When G = SL(2, R), an 
elementary ODE lemma allows one to make the deduction and everything 
goes through (cf. [6, 141). 
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